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HATONN

SEE THE ‘WHOLE”!
Banks didn’t close this morning? Look
again at that which is more important
this day-THEY
CLOSED IN JAPAN1
JAPAN
OWNS A LOT OF ALL OF YOUR
BANKS! Part of the plan is to bankrupt
all but the =Elite” Trilateralists of Japan
so that the banks all come under one
Elite World Bankster operation.
You will say, “Yes, ‘but’-it is a holiday in Japan!” Oh-indeed,
it is said
that today is the “first” such holiday“Thanksgiving”!
THIS ALSO CLOSES
THE MARKET, DOES IT NOT? Funny
thing about this particular holiday-it
coincides with another “floating” holiday which is called “only in emergenties”! IF God has given you extra time to
sort out and arrange your business and
lives, I suggest you stop picking that
which you cannot see and is disallowed
your “hearing” and speed along with
your sheltering. In this location there
is total _ioy and gratitude for anothu

day in which to sort and place and
prepare a bit more fully. Try it, you
will like it1
MARKET

The Stock Market is actually not a
thing you can gauge anything else by
other than clues to where you are at the
moment. Remember: The plan is to raise
the market in the U.S. to 3500 points
and THEN drop it out. This sucks the
trusting foolish ones back into the trap
especially you who think Hatonn is full
of garbage. The numbers shown to you
are LIES-JUST
LIKE THE ELECTION
POLLS.
We went through this yesterday on
the tapes [See TFie lv~nfad
onpuge 21.1
and I won’t take further time here except
to comment on a major point. Gold is
now edging up which means a great deal
in clues and attention.
I was asked
about holding a lot of gold personally.
Let us look at facts: Gold has been confiscated prior to this. You will be identified and there will be a time when gold
\

’ At this time of
Thanksgiving
please send a few
words of appreciation to daring
patriots still in jail.

( See page 26. )

will be confiscatedand banned for use as
exchange and whoever uses it will be
nailed-hard.
If you purchase a lot of
loose gold, DO NOT put it into a bank or
safe-deposit box because all will become
non-private in emergency-of which the
Executive Order is already signed and
operative.
You ask me for other means, then, to
protect selves. I have given you the only
possible avenue of possible security
which I see available-investment
into
gold AS COLLATERAL held in an Elite
run and owned institution! I, frankly,
know of no other placement wherein you
can make this transaction save the one
we have structured [See The Phoenix
Institute ad on page 25.1 for such-but
that does require that you allow use of a
portion for projects toward remnant survival. But, are you apt to lose any of it?
It cannot be seen at this time of confusion but since the program is relatively
so small and is otherwise used by only
the Elite banksters for their own greedy
purposes-I
suspect the collateral will
certainly be last in confiscation. Chelas,
quit asking me for miracles regarding
your physical assets in greedy holdingthis is not my purpose nor intent-to
help you gain while a world goes into
enslavement! If you wish to participate
and allow use of funds which also insures you at least a possibilitv of saving
something, fine, come on in-otherwise,
take vour chances. I can see that otherl

*
Please
see LARGER PICTURE, page 24 *
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To day’s News Watch And
Spiritual
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HATONN

WHY?

Even in the midst of the fray I am continually asked, “... well, what are YOU going to
do?” “What have you worked out with Bo
Gritz on this matter?” “Does Ross Perot
know about this?” “Is Kissinger behind all
this?” Ad nauseam!
Why would I do anything with either Bo
Gritz or Perot? It is your mess, not MINE!
What are YOU doing? Moreover, what do
you expect THEM to do? Can Bo rally
Special Forces? Probably, but so what?
Where would you send them? What can
Perot do-buy the nation? The going rate
is now multiples of “trillions”, not “billionsn of dollars!
Is Kissinger “behind all this”? No-but
he sure is a part of everything evil that
comes down as are his top cohorts,
Eagleburger, Scowcroft and NAVAL INTELLIGENCE (by the way-THIS is THE group
that holds the nation security systems in
hostage). When the “black-box” (“Football”) was taken FROM BUSH-IT WENT
INTO THE CONTROL OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE!
THIS IS THE SAME NAVAL INTELLIGENCE ROUTE THROUGH
WHICH ALL OF YOUR GOLD RESERVES
WERE SHIPPED OUT OF THE UNITED
STATESANDTHROUGHWHICHALARGE
PART OF IT WAS FUNNELLED TO ISRAEL AND STORED IN BASEL. SWITZERLAND IN YOUR ENEMY’S HANDSTHE HAPPY BANKSTERS OF ZIONISM!

Please note the “sir-names” of the top
advisers in transition of Clinton! And
remember-Zionism (Zionists) come in all
shapes, creeds and colors! Zionism is NOT
Judaism!
Moreover, Mr. Majors just about blew
himself out by referring to Great Britain
and citizens as “British Israelis”! This was
stated today on CNN! Sort of looks like the
“plot” is pretty widespread, does it not?
So, now we are going to turn to other
matters, like “Silverhawk”, because there
is abundance of information on these matters in point-you must have more on the
spiritual Truth to sustain you.
I am also asked over and over-“. ..what
happened to Little Crow?” Why don’t you
ask him and not me!? But I would suggest
tlxt NOTHING has happened to Little

Food For Thought
Crow-he awaits the perfection of the Great
Spirit’s call and command-not a space
cadet’s! Moreover, the ‘space cadet” is
honored-I simply have not called so don’t
YOU effort to think in my stead! Attend
thine own task and that of others will be
attended quite nicely. Things will be exactly as they will be! (In Little Crow’s
inimitable wisdom of speaking and observation.) Why do you ones think there be
“rift” when there is only “interruption” in
the path or circuits? Do you think so little
of “all” that you cannot believe at least a
few simply await that which is service in
proper sequence? The “timeless” connections are in the flight of a bird in symbol,
the unseen love and support as the way is
difficult-the strength of the silence so that
the Great Spirit is heard and not the input
of mortal man. Wisdom rests in the recognition of that which IS and its potential in
the scheme and ultimate plan of God. If
you constantly must have PROOF of something through the physical expressionthen you did not believe in the first place.
When the student is ready the teacher will
All long for strokes and
be there!
affirmation-but in the higher knowing of
such expression as spiritual existenceyou NEEDTHEM NOTTO MAINTAINTRUTH
AND THEREFORE THE PRESENCE OF
THAT LOVINGTOUCH IS BUT “FROSTING
ON THINE CAKES”.
***
Now, with that said, let us return to
Silverhawk’s expression unto you, his
brothers. We shall ask permission to print
his work into a volume so that you might
have it through his own projection-but for
now, he is sharing that strength with which
he is gifted to assist you through this
troubled moment in experience that you
might better understand.
QUOTING (Continued from The Winds
OfGod, TheResurrection;
by Silverhawk):
THE REBIRTH OF SHAMAN

for the benefit of all life, people, and species. He/she is like unto a spiritual mechanic or doctor. The intent is to apply
medicine in as wide a range as possible in
order to restore and maintain balance in all
things. This intent in the shaman is but
the reflection of the intent of God or spirit
that is an inherent desire in all life and al!
life forms.
When the European man forsook his
natural medicine people in favor of linear
science and invention, naturally this move
was sure to bring trouble and imbalance 111
the mind, soul, and spirit of the people.
That is why so many old Indians took on
the white race through incarnation at this
time, in order to bring forth balance and
reconciliation, and so the good red road
would not be lost for a!1time but would, in
fact, be brought to an even wider range and
finer level of excellence.
The European has spread his creations all over the world and is now beginning to see that he has reached a dead-end
unless he expands his range of perception
to include the spirit and silent knowledge,
within his formula. We old Indians knew
this would happen way back when we first
saw the European. He was not open to
choice. In nature, if you want to get along,
you go along. This law was here long before
man and will be here long after. You must
awaken and see these laws, while there is
still time, son. Learn to live in balance.
Listen to the teachersand heed theirwords.
One ignores the Truth at one’s peril. When
you take, you must give back. When you
are given to, you must re-give. Treat others
as you would like to be treated. If (when) all
come to live by that one golden rule/law,
we will be in a perfect world. It willcome.
It WILL come!
As the purification rollson, the natural shaman will ascend to his rightful position within mankind and fill the vacuum
left by the false priest of arrogant medicine
and science. Life will become simple and
clear then and re-balance will naturally
occur.

‘LOVE”: THE INNOCENT FIRE
The true shaman is born, not made.
You can see and feel love eyerywhere
He/she has a natural intent to live in the
if
you
become still within. Have you ever
spirit world, more than in everyday world,
and then to bring forth the knowledge from met the innocent gaze of a child and had
the spirit world into everyday practical use hi.m burst an unconditional smile your
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way? Have you ever smiled like that since
you were a child3 Have you ever seen a
“wild” dolphin leap clean out of the water
with the pure ecstasy of being? Gaze at a
garden or forest of plant people in stillness
and feel the love and willingness of being as
they anchor to the mother and reach for
the warmth of the father’s radiance. See
the many creatures live and breathe and
dance with life. They are all innocent
children. They are love; the innocent fre
and . .....so are you. Awaken, remember, be
still, let God in, let ecstasy take you, have
you and have its way. Be the bride of
Christ. Know that you are the son or
daughter of the most high love. He is also
as innocent as a child, you know. He loves
all unconditionally, yet He is the author of
all wisdom. My God! You must experience
how tenderly you are held and cherished.
It is #we” who judge ourselves harshly and
hold grudges and accuse one another, not
God. He only waits and beckons to you in
a million ways, every day, to awaken and
remember. Meditate. Walk through that
gate and know this Truth. No one, neither
God nor Sananda nor I nor anyone, can
walk through that gate “fof you. (You”
must walk through of your own free will.
Engage!
The sacred four directions of man
are mind, emotion, soul and sex. These
make up the aspects of our being that
require self mastery in order for eternal
freedom and being to take root in us. There
are two other directions that must come
into play also. They are, as above, so below;
the monad and the gonad. From your
crown or monad, you must bring in the
energy and anchor it to your gourd of fire or
gonad. So you must stand in the middle of
the wheel in the center of the cross of
Alpha/Omega and address each direction
with balance and respect. When you bring
the energy in your crown from God and
anchor it, you are then ‘Christing”. I see
the word .Christ as a verb, to .“Christ”.
Through the Christ you get to the Father
and He to you. It is done through meditation, through discipline and through attention. Well, take your time, you,have all
eternity. However, we are closing a great
cycle and the opportunity to fly through
this portal has never been better and will
not return with such magnitude for another 350,000 years. Now Sananda is a
true Master of Christing as well as the Lord
of the Gold Ray and I’m sure He will be
happy to assist if asked. So, if you want
‘JesusA, then you have Him too. However,
He will not, cannot, do it “FOR” you, only
‘WITH”.
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selfwith ruthless objective perspective, the
more you will become familiar with the
mind and can see how to change it, discipline it, direct it, command it and thus
come to master it instead of it mastering
you. The mind is one of the four lower
bodies and must come under your dominion in order for you to master self. Remember, you are not your mind, ‘youA are
spirit. Your mind is your possession. Be
not possessed “by” it. Meditate.
THE EMOTIONS
Thisisarealrip-roaring one for most
of us. Especially rangers, I tell you. What
treachery these things are when they are
out of your command. They cannot be
‘suppressedA into mastery. They must be
raised unto a higher octave of address.
“Peace, be still” is the watch-word here. If
you must ‘vent” profusely, then do so,
while at the same time being aware of a
‘stillness” behind your emotions. -When
you are done venting, go directly with your
mind into that stillness and seek resolution and light to apply to the reason for
your outburst. This will bring you back to
balance and stability within self and you
‘will experience light “bursV within the
matter. You may feel a little foolish when
you realize that if you had been still and
done that in the first place, you could have
avoided theventing. “Eureka!” You are on
your way to masterhood. Every time you
catch yourself, take two steps forward.
This is the discipline of the “path”. You
will find that you vent less and less as you
progress, until it becomes a’habit to go to
stillness whenever there is need of balance.
This is the Ascended Master way of life. It
is most rewarding.
Let me tell you that you are getting
this from a former “champion venter”. I
should have done Shakespeare. I could
have played Heathcliffin IVnthetingHeights.
Now, after years of practice, stillness is a
habit at last.
Let me just add that there is a difference between the passion born of love and
the lower emotions. Never suppress this
passion. It is a symphony, a dance, a
poetry of expression. It is high joy and
desire. When you are anchored in stillness, then you can truly know the reality
and beauty of love passion. Without stillness, lower emotion is where you fall. Love
passion is one of the three powers of actualizationwhich are; unbendingintent, blazing love passion, and clarity of goal. The
present moment is where lies all power.
The present moment lies directly between
future and past or vision and memory.

time and eternity: All your lives, your loves
and 1osses;yourvictoriesand defeats, your
trials and accomplishments and on and
on. Inmeditationyou will begin to ‘see”al1
of this come up. You will have flashes of
your history and who and what you have
been. Things you are particularly struggling with now, have most likely followed
you through time. As you invite Light and
Divine Assistance and understanding and
guidance into your crown and anchor it in
meditation, you will begin to experience
bursting revelations and comprehensions I
will unfold. You will ‘%ee”through the veil
and gaze into perfection. You can then
begin to replace discord with this perfection of feeling. This is grace. This power
heals and completes your karma, so to
speak. It is simply resolved and lifted off,
freeing you and your mind and*motions
and allows the true passion of love and life
to come forth. This will happen more and
more as you go.
All this progress is painfully slow at
first. It is the same for everyone that way
but the further you go the faster you go and
find yourself beginning to take quantum
leaps into freedom. Soon you can fly free
for very long periods. Then it is but a
matter of fine tuning and flight time experience. You will find that your soul is clean
and new and that you suddenly have a
great deal of “space” for wonderful things,
space that was formerly taken up by conflicts. You have forgiven all and self for all
trespass. This is freedom. This is true
freedom and you will find yourself having
tea with God everyday. It is simple. Not
easysimple.
SEX
7

Yeeow! No! Not that! Can’t we skip
this one? I remember wishing that very
thing not long ago. However, if you want
complete mastery and freedom, you
can’t....skip it. It is the very gourd of fire.
It is the life force itself-the kundahni. I
speak of it last because, for so many, it will
be the last to be mastered. I haven’t
mastered it yet myself, but I’m on the way.
Sex is an irresistible urge, of course., It is
the force of intent of all life to make more of
itself. Sex drive is the life force of God. It
cannot be suppressed or ignored. What a
silly idea, but it can be meditated upon and
light brought into the matter. It is not the
highest expression of love, in my perception, but it is the primal love drive of life
itself to make more life. Only “man’ has
had the free will to %arp” this beautiful
thing all out of shape. Only he can use this
force as an instrument of egomania. I can
THE MIND
only say that it will never go away. It can
.
only be ‘refocusedA.
THE SOUL
Through meditation you can learn to
As you rise in awareness, percepwatch your mind and “see” what it does
The soul is your akashic. It contains tion, range and light, you will experience a
and how it works. The more you examine the sum totalofall your experiences through gradual lessening of interest in making
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babies and just ‘screwing around”, so to
Speak. I don’t mean to degrade the experience for, when there is =true” love, sex
exchange is a most beautiful and powerful
passion. True love is rare, however, yes?
YOU CZiIland will grow to evolve out of any
misuse as you progress in awakening. The
old expression will be replaced by new
realizations. Ascension is all about “generating and conserving energy”. To master
self, you must stop wasting energy by
“indulging” in undisciplined and discordant mind activity, emotional activity, sex
activity, and soul guilt. When you are
completely done ‘with wasting energy, you
can “recycle” all that enera back into
your equatorial grid and use it to be conscious with-in fact, super-conscious-or
for anything else for that matter. You can
replace cells faster than they die and thus
experience =etemal youth”. You can, in
fact, condition your body to accommodate
enough energy to transfigure your being
into ascended *light”. This is it! This is the
‘secret”!! Simple, huh? Easy?..... No! It
takes time, desire, discipline, and commitmerit. However, you have what it takes
already built in. We are like unto warpdrive starships who have come to believe
that all we have is impulse power.
When you aretrulytiredofthemerrygo-round of Karma and you just *see”
through it one time too many, you will
engage this path as surely as a child sheds
a bicycle in favor of a car and he won’t miss
the bicycle after the first ‘cruise at sixty
miles an hour. It is just growing up is all.
It happens when it happens.

[Hatonn: This is a bit thick and deep
and I will ask you to wait and get the
book for the rest of this subject writing
for I take exception to the lesson offered.
Always man of. Earth human
species efforts to cause this experience
to be totally boggling to himself. The
facts are, friends, when you get focused
on responsibility and your purpose for
experience in this journey-YOU
SIMPLY FIND THERE ARE OTHER THINGS
FAR MORE URGENT AND IMPORTANT
TO YOUR MISSION
THAN DINKING
AROUND WASTING TIME AND WSINGn
ANOTHER MALE OR FEMALE FORYOUR
UNGUIDED RELEASES AND EKPRESSIONS-MOSTLY
OF CONTROL
AND
POWER.
You will be fed everything from deep
breathing to masturbation as necessary
and officially authorized manners of
expression even unto being a medical
necessity. No, it is necessary that your
heart beat-sexual
intercourse is not
under
CIRCUMnecessary
STANCES-evenunto
pzeationas
you
must be aware today. YOU have been
taught all sorts of erroneous things about
that activitybut almost lOO?/ arewrong.
That one act and seemingly need for
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that act has brought your nations and
peoples to total destruction!
You are
going to come into control of all things;
physical for self or you are simply substituting one action for another under
the misperception that it is somehow
IT IS NOT! The author
NECESSARY!
gave you the answer
to his own
misperceptions in the beginning of this
writing on this subject when he said U. ..I
have not mastered (this one).” How can
I speak of this? Because I HAVE mastered it!]

THE GAIA MIND
Picture the earth surrounded by a
golden aura glow. Remember the gold ray
as the sustaining mother principle of God.
Now give the earth a name, see her as a
mother, a goddess in wholeness. She is
Gaia, a garden of life.
Because the nature of spirit is pervasively electrical, all forms exist in oneness
and unity and the “intent” of spirit is one
of balance in and between all things. You
are out in space, now, like a god looking
down at Gaia as witness, floating in stillness. See this as true, what I have said.
See Gaia and all life forms as one individual
with the life forms being different parts of
her body in expression, Now, where is
Gaia’s brain? Which life form represents
her brain? HA! There you” are. Now you
are back on Earth, sitting in a chair. You
are it! You are her brain, man. Man is
Gaia’s brain. He is the being in which spirit
can be conscious of itself. He is the periscope of God and the brain of Gaiaat once.
Quite a being, huh? OOPs! THIS JUST IN!
A CRISIS REPORT. MAN IS ONLY USING 3
THERE’S
PERCENT OF HIS BRAIN.
TROUBLE IN THE GARDEN. MAN IS RETARDED. He is sleeping soundly in a
sensory jungle, pin-balling like bumpercars, in a freefall reactionary amusement
park. Who’s tending the garden? Who’s
minding the store? Oh my God! This just
can’t be! Oh yes it can...and is. Clap! Clap!
Time to wake up! What is that other 97
percent of the brain supposed to be doing?
Let’s go deep now into the answer.
NOW we are back to the reality of
Vange”. Now we also go back to the
beginning-the “primitive premisen.
When man was first placed here, he
was more light than physical. He had a
complete comprehension and awareness
of Gaia and all she contained and was the
witnesser, balancer, tender, co-creator
being that accommodated all of her mind
and being within his mind. Like a fully
activated computer =modem”, (monad),
he was linked to the master computer of
God and Gaia and thus served as the man
or spirit in the field and the “leg mar-infor
God, the great mind. This is being 100
percent “or?, folks. This is “unlimited”

range. Our brain is designed to accommo-

date the universal and G&

mind &o-

getherami accomplish rapidcomputations

at the speed of light and thus bring about
and maintain balance and integrity within
all and between all things.
Our modem got turned off, and we

lost contact and oneness with plamdary
and universal mind. We thus simply "fell"

into the sensory pin-ball arcade and have
been bounding around ever since. Not to
mention being jacked around by the “pinball wizards”, you know, those “seedy”
types that just hang around and cause
trouble for society.
Well, now we are back to meditation.
It is the gateway to full activation again. We
have an “arc of the covenant” already built
into our beings. Step by step, sequence by
sequence, we can re-activate our modem/
monad and come back to experience oneness with all once again and thus fulfill our
purpose and destiny. Reactivation is a
process, however. Our bodies are not
conditioned yet to sustain or accommodate
“full” brain/mind activity. The computer
has been udownAa long time and, if we
tried to do 100 percentstraight away, every
circuit in our being would ‘blow”. So the
sooner you begin activation, the sooner
you ‘will arrive, through process, at 100
percent again. Sooner or later you must
and will. Why not sooner then? When you
reach 100 percent activation, you will be
where Sananda is and all the other Astended Masters.
There have been times in my “hot”
moments when it feels like I have managed
20 percent activation. It is an awesome
and ecstatic experience. That percentage
is a guess. Only God knows where I am in
the process. That’s okay. I’m on the way.,
That is the important thing. I’m busy being
re-born or re-activated. Much better than
to be busy dying.
Man has called this re-activation
experience by many names like samadhi,
nirvana, the kingdom of heaven, rapture,
etc. Well, call it what you like. Just call
it..... in. This is the highest goal of man that
I am illustrating. This is the “God Head”.
When you reach 40-50 percent, you can
qualify to driveastarship andgo where you
will. You can then be a master tender and
co-creator. At 100 percent, you are a
builder of worlds. Ah Ho, brother. This is
the “great” work. This is the grand
joumey....back home.
Now I must bring forth the knowledge of our counter-parts in Gaia. We
command the land. Who commands the
sea? Right! Whales and dolphins. Their
great brains have never lost activation.
They have continually commanded the
balance in the oceanicworld. They have
also been suffering greatly from our retardation as we mindlessly dump poison into
their world and ours. They call to us in
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crisis. “Where are you, brother”? “What purification, I’m sure that the sentiment of are meant to be the instrument and cois wrong with you”? they ask. They beach wisdom will be that, “Let’s not go through operator of the great mind as a worthy
themselves and die in front of us, trying to that again, shall we?”
participant in its infinite growth and exget the message through the meat-heads.
The civilization of the fifth world pression. Pin-ball was not in God’s planI’m amazed when people go down to the must be simpler and more refined, as we ning. That was someone else’s idea, the
beach and scratch their heads in wonder- human beings become simpler and more adversarial one; in fact, the one who wishes
ment. “Why did dey do dat, duh”? They refined. A unity and comprehensive con- to be God unto himself and make his own
wish for us to re-activate so that we can sideration must bloom in our minds. Truth laws. Well, he must come to realize that the
cross-reference in brotherhood once again. must become obvious. We need not be- creation can never overcome its creator.
God and Gaia know all about this. come hunter/gatherers again, nor do I feel That should be obvious. Would you let
They also have brain-tool people with we should. We’ve already done that. Let’s your hand slap your face under its own
enough activation here at this time to move on. Let’s take the. best of what we power? Not for long, I’ll bet.
accomplish their intent. Intent such as, have done and amplify and harmonize it
Let’s go now into the meditation of
“atomic transfiguration”. Now from Pleia- with Gaia. We must re-emerge as her ultra the fifth world in full, and how we can get
des source, I have received information brain-mind being. This is what we really from here to there in one piece and what
that states that this planet, Gaia, was want anyway, isn’t it-to be home and safe “there” can look like and be like. Our goal
designed to “comfortablyA accommodate and warm? Let’s go for it. There has never is to create and sustain a civilization and
five hundred million human beings. Since been a shortage ofanything here but awak- world, on a par with those of the Pleiades
I am human here, this idea causes quite a ening. Well, except that we cannot make and a “man’ in harmony with all to live in
%-inge”. If this is true, then humans are the Earth ‘bigger” in order to accommo- it.
more than ten-fold overpopulated here. I date more of us. Man must come to control
can’t help but look around and see the and master self. God and nature cannot do
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGprobable wisdom of that figure. Man is that for us, at least not in a way that we MENT.
***
such a smart-ass. He invents and invents would like control to be. We must harrnogreater technology in order to “squeeze” nize with the obvious laws of creation if we
out more resources from Gaia in order to want a paradise world, and if we want to be Thank you for a long morning. May the
what, see how many of himself he can cram sons and daughters of paradise. Man is voice be heard throughout the lands that
in here? He can neither properly feed, “planted” on worlds with the intent that he MAN can and may find his way.
educate, love, or create comfortable room civilize himself and master self in order to
salu,
for those he has now. I have to give the grow to star-level co-creator/sustainer. We
Hatonn to clear, please.
white man and red man credit here as the
only two races that seemed to comprehend
the value of limited family size. The white
man saw this as a way to create greater
family abundance and liberation. The red
man saw the ultimate truth about how
many of man’s numbers Gaia was designed to accommodate.. However, all men
have and have had their share of retarded
foolishness and I do include myself.
From this knowledge base, I think
we had better be prepared for many forms
llf 1819 #l
HATONN
not looking too good
of Gaia’s rebalancing and purification, as
_ for
_ that one this_week.
_
That would turn the investors to gold and
well as the atomic transfiguration effect.
BANK STUFF STILL ON?
the price would then skyrocket in the face
She has always had her way in her dance
of the market free-fall. I would guess the
with Creator’s life. Little boys will often be
Thus far, yes. Do you not note at your banks will continue to accepL uchecksDon
quite naughty, till mommy comes to whack
local
banks there are upsurges in hiring of accounts, i.e., utility payments and the
them back to civility, as she has done many
times in the past. Now, however, in the personnel-even if they stand around on sort of things which will give the appearending of the great cycle, Gaia must transit each other’s toes for lack of customers? It ante of stability. It is very difficult for the
into a higher frequency of life. Therefore, is truly hard to say what is next for it “planners” because the world is now
becomes difficult to keep a low profile now “WATCHING”; thank you, readers, and
her ‘special” workwith “special” children
is coming to an end. She must have strong that the information is being spread like those of other news sources who have firstand awakening children with her now. The the proverbial wildfire. Many citizens have hand information of this massive plan. The
“special” duty will fall to another mother the word and many, many newsletter writ- currency exchange can go any of several
being. It is someone else’s turn, she says. ers are sharing-even prior to our own ways in accomplishment and I cannot
And so it is. So, hurry up kids. The messages. Note that the “President” of speculate accurately on which direction it
Israel (You don’t hear anything about this will take.
bandwagon is rolling by now.
I can only say,that if you are continuAs Gaia moves, we must move and man, do you?) met with Bush on Monday.
There
is
great
shuffling-last
minute
agreeing
to WAIT to get arranged and take
change with her. If she does rebalance us
care-you may lose every last thing you
to a half billion optimum, there is going to ments to be settled.
What appears will happen is a surge or have (which is, of course, the full inbe a great deal of “space” created for the
remnant. We must remember that God a bottom out of the market on tomorrow or tent). IF YOU ARE HOLDING LARGE
and G#a will give us anything we want if Friday which will allow the banks to have DEPOSITS AND YOUR BANK CLOSESwe will “balance” within the law. As we reason to close, possibly along with the THERE ARE NO FDIC MONIES TO BACK
learn to awaken and use more of our brain, stock market (to prevent a ‘crash” in their ANPLOSSJZS! Remember that even Perot
we will see ‘how” to do things in a more terms). The intent was to run the market told you there are over 100 banks ready to
graceful and gentler fashion. After the to 3500 and then dump it but things are fold and were only awaiting the perfect
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timing after election!

Perhaps this will be worse news,
chelas-even
BankAmerica can cut all
sorts df cute tricks-by
bankrupting,
say, Bank-of-America!
The only way
they can pull off a full take-over is to
snatch them ALL. I suggest you even get
those Corporate
accounts attended.
Further, I suggest you not load up on
“cash’&o
w&&t alternatives?
There
are not many--because
if there is a run
to gold, say, they will simply call emergency and confiscate.
I still say, the
best answer, even though it may not be
either, is to use gold as collateral, stored
in one of their safe deposits wherein the
%aluen is safe uas collateral”.

All allowance of return of funds from offshore banks or foreign deposits of personal
funds and/or values of investments in
‘currency”, such as the British pound,
will be disallowed from entry into the country and at some point simply seized. This
is why I urged you to beware of such
investments. Mutual Funds, etc., will collapse with the economy1 If this does not
take place because of too much pre-publicity-it WILL take place at some point in the
near future when you least expect it. The
Elite must plan and work on surprise and
speed. Where you readers are ahead in the
game is that you are forewarned and MOST
simply will discount this as doom and
gloom. I have to tell you now, however, the
bad side if you intended to make some
changes through this route. Today is ‘it”.
If transactions cannot be completed by
Friday-we are told that next week may be
most “iffy” because of probable inability to
‘wireA fundnhecks
are NO LONGER
ACCEPTABLE FOR IT REQUIRES SOME
TEN DAYSTO CLEARCHECKS. NOWYOU
KNOW WHERE SOME OF THE “CONFIRMATION” IS FLOWING *FROM”. Major
investment sources are not making transactions past Friday! The major banks will
reserve ALL lines and personnel for handling of massive international exchanges
and getting Elite funds into security and
“off’ the regularly h:pt “books”.
AM I THE ‘REAL” HATONN?
Near enough I would say! I am continually bombarded
with this Hatonn
and
that
Hatonn
says.. ..and “my’@
says....
Hatonn is only a regent of a small planet in
Pleiades and has no relationship particularly with Aton, The One Light. He serves
UNDER Commander Ashtar, etc., etc., etc.
That means that your Hosts of God serve
UNDER a computer “brain” headed by a
very nice universal being recognized by the
identification of ‘Ashtar” to designate Command. He iIS designated, appropriately
even if incorrectly defined, as “Lord” (meaning something like ‘Headmaster”, professor or teacher) and all EVACUATION activi-
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ties, if that becomes necessary, will be
orchestrated under that Command. I serve
UNDERONE COMMANDERINTHIS PLAYTHE CHRISTED/ MASTER COME AGAIN!
EVEN AT THAT, “HE” RESPECTS MY POSITION AND HEREIN IS NO DIFFICULTY
OTHER THAN THAT FOUND IN YOUR DIVERSIFIED SO-CALLED CHANNELS! So,
when those “channels” tell you that *that
HatonnA in “wherevef

is-not

“me”4

suppose that to be more truth than the
other things being stated in the discourses.
“I” certainly do not fit the description of
the limitations placed on my person by
those ONES. Sounds like a lot of very
foolish time-wasting and faucet-spouting
to me!
Further, beware of any and all
representatives from theThird Galaxy and/
or the so-called Cosmic Christ! YOU do not
yet understand status or representation
and most especiallyYOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND GOD! You must attend those decisions yourselves. But, if you base your
assumption on the fact that “God would
not send help for your money woes and/or
give assistance in your daily lives to get
through this massive transition”-then you
obviously do not BELIEVE that prayer does
any good AT ALL. You ones pray in full
grace and intent for HELP-God hears and
sends His troops to assist in those earnest
petitions wherein a being desires to serve
and share in remnant progression. I have
only compassion for ones who denounce
and have yet to even experience the information coming from this resource! Blindness is no excuse if the Truth be available.
READ ALL CHELAS, AND YOU DECIDE.
DO NOT PETITION AND CRY “CONFUSION” FOR IF YOU HAVE STUDIED INFORMATION AS WE HAVE PRESENTED
IT-THE
ANSWERS ARE ALL FULLY
PLACED BEFORE YOU.

Would YOU feel it logical that God
would send you the cyanide laced mush
of “waiting” and inaction while you
magically puriQ and/or cleanse or perish-r,
might you suppose that GOD
would attend His children and their
needs to the best of the ability present
in the physical experience? Since you
have nothing save to gain greatly by
preparations-what
in the world is the
matter with you? Might it be wiser to
act now and diddle with my lo&ion
at
a time when you are more likely to
sumive long enough to consider alternatives? WHICH TEACHER, GUIDE OR
SERVANT WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE,
A DO NOTHING, TELL NOTHING MD
SUBSERVIENT
DOODLER TO A COMPUTER OR A HOST OF GOD SENT FORTH
TO HELP YOU THROUGH THIS NIGHTMARE AND INTO AWAKENING TO THE
SWEET AND BEAUTEOUS GLORY OF
THE UNIVERSE?
WHO DID YOU EXPECT? HOW DID YOU EXPECT IT TO
HAPPEN? THINK!! I have nothing to gain

and my people gain only increased sleeplessness and hardship by our connection.
You take it or leave it for force is not a part
of GOD in any form. If you are uconfusedn
then you are “uninformed” and that be
YOUR FAULT, NOT OURS!
MIA/POW SHENANIGANS
And, look what is going on in the POW/
MIA circles. Dastardly deeds have taken
place in order to promise you good Americans that “THERE ARE NO LIVE AMERICANS IN PRISON!” in Vietnam. In return
for making sure none ever come back to
haunt the Elitetrade
relations will be
normalized! God have mercy on you blind
lambs!
STAY OF EXECUTION?
Yes indeed, this is the day and “stay of
execution’ is the correct ‘terminology”,
for the Ekkers. Will the sheriff be out at
1O:OOA.M. to physically remove them from
the propertyorwillall-night sessionsof the
lawyers block the move? We shall know at
lo:00 A.M. The uservicem
for evictions had
some faults of minor nature but can hold
up in a court of law (if you can ever get
hearing in a court of unlawful oppression),
“Time? errors are such that the Cornmander of the Sheriffs Department agrees
that a new notice should be issued. It
appears that is what will probably happen,
extending “E”-day to noon Monday. This
will, however, allow a “writ” to be handcarried and response awaited at the Appeals Court by the attorneys tomorrow,
thus postponing the need for use-of Bankruptcy until the next bash-job.
Nerves are raw here and yet the hearts
sing for we have been offered open arms
and homes from Washington State to Virginia in order to continue our work. Blessings rest upon each of you precious lambs
who are just as willing to share all as are
these ones.
It is necessary that, for the present
time, the work from this keyboard must be
done in this location for herein lies the
protection shield AND the communications crystal. Do please, however, understand WHY telephone “Hot-line” messages
may be repeated unless there is urgent
news. Thank you, it requires day to day,
step by step experience and there is no
other way to get it done, children.
TAKE CARE IN NEW MEXICO
Extra alertness MUST be given in almost all sectors of New Mexico. Things are
REALLY stirring. There are massive movements and in-placement of UN troops into
allgovemment facilities. I shall speaka bit
later as reminder of the internment camps
set up through Reagan’s ‘Rex 84”. We
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have spoken of this operation several times
but new readers may not know what it IS and
old ones may need reminding.
In Alamogordo, at Holloman Air Force
Base are so many U.N. troops as to have to
utilize the placement of a Lt. Col. in their
charge. That is a level of a Bo Gritz, chelas,
and is SERIOUS. At the same base, for you
who witness those cute little and big black
unmarked helicopters-Holloman has built
on a large helicopter base.
Near “Red Mesa”, on the Navajo Indian
Reservation on a very large plateau is a place
now totally off limits to even the “Natives”they are not even allowed to go near the place.
The “black” helicopters are in continuous
flight, in formation around the area, to prevent any slip-ups in security and are also in
full surveillance of other places and villages.
Even ones who are and have worked on
these projects are getting so terrified and
intimidated that they are going to be killed
that they seek cover but are not allowed to
make contact and are constantly under surveillanceie.,
as in ones who have aerially
mappedthesehush-hushareas. These people
are given cover stories so perhaps the best
thing for you curious investigators is simply
to take a “story” and don’t DIG! And, if a

United

man teIls you that he is working ‘on.
something but aIso tells you that you
can’t trust his own stories-KNOW
THAT
YOU CAN’T AND HIS LIFE IS IN GRAVE
DANGER IF YOU PURSUE THE MATTER!
LOOK AFTER YOUR BROTHER; THE
WORLD HAS ENOUGH INFORMATION
UPON WHICH TO BASE DECISIONS-WE
PROTECT ONE ANOTHER AND DO NOT
JEOPARDIZE FOR THE SAKE OF CURIOSITY!

CALIFORNIA EARTHGUAKES
You in Califomiawho havegone backto
sleep-stop it. There was a whole flurry of
quakes thisvery morning in Southern California. If you get lax in your attention you
are going to lose a whole bunch of treasures if nothing else. The “big boys” are
serious, precious ones-indeed very serious.
”
CORPORATIONS
It is planned to bringinto closewatch all
corporations! Especially foreign ones doing business in the U.S. There is intent to
take ability of off-shore upersonalncorpo-

Nations

rations into compliance by disallowing
funds to be shifted “onshore”.
Sorry, chelas-NEVADA corporations
are still the only safe bet for personal and
small corporations. These have been structured to shelter the assetsof Elite individuals and allow their corporations to continue to function without piercing of the
“veil”. However, soon, the attempts will be
set into motion to bring the ((newncorporations under different public scrutiny.
Older corporations, including now, will be
“grandfathered” as is now planned. Don’t
think this can’t be done-for it is NOTone
for all and all for one. In the Banking
business, rules were allowed for the ELITE
and totally written out for all others AFTER
a certain date.
I suggest that if you want security-get
those corporations on order TODAY! I
HAVE ASKED CORT TO STAND BY FOR
NOTHING CAN BE ASSURED AFTER THIS
WEEKEND. (Cort will be in Tehachapi for
the next few days: 805-822-8552.) IF YOU
HAVE BEEN IN INDECISION UPTO NOWPERHAPS NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE
ACTION. I CAN ONLY GIVE YOU THAT
WHICH I “SEE”; YOU SHALL HAVE TO
MAKE YOUR CHOICES AND MOVES.

Government

Declares War -On
Patri.otic American
11/18/92 Wl

HATONN

OPERATION REX 84
Briefly, briefly: This is an operation set
up to silence all dissidents!!!
Mass detention facilities-otherwise
known as CONCENTRATION
CAMPS-

have been set up at a number of major
U.S. military installations on the secret
orders of Ex-President
Reagan.
The
Executive
Orders which established
these camps have been canceled because the camps ARE NOW IN PLACE!
THE WHITE HOUSE ISSUED A HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED NATIONAL SECURITY ‘DECISION DIRECTIVE (NSDD) WHICH SET
FORTH URGENT INSTRUCTIONS WHICH
“ACTIVATED” 10 HUGE PRISON CAMPS

AT KEY DEFENSE COMMAND LOCATIONS ACROSS AMERICA.
’ FOUR OF THE PRINCIPAL CIVILIAN
CONCENTRATION
CAMPS
ESTABLISHED UNDER THE REX-84 PROGRAM
ARE LOCATED AT FT. CHAFFEE, ARKANSAS; FT. DRUM, NEW YORK; FT.
INDIANTOWNGAP,PENNSYLVANIAAND
AT CAMP A.P. HILL IN VIRGINIA. EACH
CAMP WILL HOLD AT LEAST 25,000
CIVILIAN PRISONERS. THE PROGRAM
HAS NOW BEEN UPDATED AND THE
NUMBERS INCREASED BOTH IN MAJOR FACILITIES AND LOCATIONS INTO
THE MYRIADS-ALL
TO BE GUARDED
BY THESE NICE NEW INTEGRATED U.N.
FORCES. THESE CAMPS ARE NOW LOCATED NATIONWIDE AND CAN HOUSE
MASSIVE NUMBERS OF CMLIANS
IN

C 1 zen
a

INCARCERATION.
THE “PRISONERS”
WILL SERVE AS WORK DETAILS IN
BURYING AND OTHERWISE CLEANING
UP AFTER INCIDENTS ALSO IN THE
OFFING.
WHO WILL BE FIRST INTO THE
CAMPS? WELL,IFITGOESASPLANNED
IT WILL DEPEND ON WHO IS ON THE
LIST 0FTHE“ADL”.
YOU SEE, THEADL
(ANTI-DEFAMATION
LEAGUE, Jewish)
IS A BRANCH OF-BRITISH
INTELLIGENCE NOW INTEGRATED INTO THE
MOSSAD, KGB, CIA, ETC. THE ADL, IN
TURN, HAS FOCUSED
ON GROUPS
WHICH SUPPORT THE NATIONAL U.S.
CONSTITUTION!
When we speak of ten camps and four
Utop” camps we are only referring to
those planned for specific purposes and
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extra tight security. At this date it is too
obvious to utilize them-for
the impact
will come as-the riots and leadership tif
opposition of the downfall of your nation hits the skids.
WELCOME TO TtiE ULTIMATE
WORLD ORDER!
lll18/92

#2

HATONN

TROUBLED TIMES HARD
TO UNDERSTAND
HOW LONG

IS “MIREirER’?

by Ken Coons
.-

.

When I was a lad so alone and forlonz,
Lquestioned my Maker QS to why I was
~bom..
Ipictured myself grvwkg* old just to die.
And there in my ‘wffin forever Pd lie.
How.long is fore&?
Ittorturedmybiain
How long is forever?
Nearly drove me*insane.
1
NowIhadnofearofamanorabeast,
I’d take any chizllenge and I’d make it my

feast.

And no fear of dying did enter my head.
But I couldn’t bear to forever be dead.
How long is forever?
In anguish I’d shout.
How long is forever?
Then my mind would give out.
Then one day I heard of a Master who
died.
And if one would follow he would not be
denied.
He promised all sot~ow would then disappear.
He promised that He would forever be
near.
How long is forever?
I can2 comprehend.
How long is forever?
THAT IS WE WITHOUT END1
***
ADONAI

I have shared the above to remind you
that these things that come are but the
fulfillment of that which has always ‘been
expected”. It is to remind you from whence
comes your strength and that always God
walks with you and NEVER sends you into
the fray alone. If ye go in perception of
aloneness, it is of your own doing and
through your own denial.
Just as iti a small school in =Anytown”
U.S.A. (I do not wish to give publicity to
such heinous thin4 here at the season of

supposedly recognizing the Christ presence in your world-a big flurry of legal and
disruptive demonstrations is requiring a
picture representation of “Jesus” as the
Christ, which has hung in the school hallway for over 30-years, to, through demand,
be removed as representative of “an offensive religious symbol”! You have come a

“long way “Babies”-where
NEXT???

will you GO

I also find it most interesting that other
religious orders CAN DEMAND AND GET
rights to such barriers-but Christians are
DENIED! I note that blacks can shout
“Black Power”, Asians shout “Asian
Power”, eyen Indians can demand “Power
and Equality”--but let a little white person
even utte? the words white equality” and
wham, bam-down with the anti-Semitic,
bigoted, supremacists!! So be itl I make no
comment other than it seems a bit unbalanced in Constitution@+T.RIGHTS”under
-the LAW1 This cannot be of GOD for the
“IMAGE” OF YOUR BEING AS LIKENED
“UNTO GOD-ISTHE LIGHTED PRESENCE
WITHIN-WHICH IS OF ALL COLORSCALLED “LIGHT”. Skin tones are of purely
human manifestation in a physical perception and expression so you can know that
the racial unrest is MAN MADE, MAN
CAUSED AND ORCHESTRATED ACCORDING TO THE PROTOCOLS OF TAKE-OVER
BY THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDERI GO
READ THE INFORMATION WE HAVE PROVIDED. QUIT QUARRELING WITH ‘WHY
DONT YOU - - - -mAND READ WHAT WE
HAVE GIVEN AS IT IS ALL THERE FOR
YOUR TAKING!
Now, on to most unpleasant sharings
and repetitions-but
you MUST have
missed it the first, second and third time
we gave it to you. I am simply going to copy
another presentation and see if IT grabs
you between the ears and behind the eyes.
UNITED NATIONS fU.S.1
GOVERNMENT DECLARES WAR
ON AMERICAN CITIZENS!!
(The American’s

Bulletin)

quence of our efforts, when in my opinion
we won all the battles and then lost the
war, could ever be unaffected by that unless they were totally insensitive. And I
would also point out that we didn’t lose the
war in Vietnam, we lost the war right here
in this city.
COMMENT BY PROF. PETER DALE
SCOTT:
’ “what North was saying there was
that America’s real enemies are inside this
wuntry. And that would explain why North
spent so many years underBush’s auspices
preparing contingency plans for rounding
up large numbers of dissenters if we ever
went into another war.
“Now, you’d haue thought that the
Committee would have been outmged by
North’s sort of declaration of war with a
large segment of the American people, but
instead of their disagnxing with him, most
of them actually agreed with him.’
COMMENT BY DANIEL SHEEHAN:
aConwmitant with this whole OFT&
tionand OliverNorth’s involvement in it wets
a plan to suspend the United States Cons&
tution, as they referred to itundera state of
nutional emergency on ttipati
of the Rx&dent. Where that comes from is a specifi
progmm called ‘REX
84”- Readiness
Exercise, 1984. It was undertaken under
the Federal Emeqpemq
dbanag~
Agency (FEIW). Now this was a National
l%xeutive branch agency that was originally set up at the uery end of the Carter
Administrution, to do nothing more than
coordinate the national jlood reliefi hum’cune relieJ Red Cross, etc., to get the government programs all under one umbrella so
that they could coordinate them.”
“When Reagan was elected to the
presidency he installed Louis Giuffrid as
head of FEMA-The
Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Giufftida was an old
cold warriorfrom Reagan’s Califonu’a days,
whose spea’alty was supervision of unrest
anddissent. Giqflrida, NorthandGeoqp
BushbegantotumFEhM
intoaninstmment of domestic anti-tertvrisn~
aYou’re dealing witha group ofpeople
in our administnxtion who equated political
dissent with treason. And this group cannot
diffenzmtiatebetweenemergencyprvcedures
(which everyone agrees are necessa y) and
And with
suppressing political dissent.
North, and Poindexter, and Casey you had
a group of people who saw Americans who
disagreed wiih them as the enemy!” Again,

Grouping con’scientious patriotic
American citizens along with drug dealers,
terrorists and other enemies of the government, the U.S. through the United Nations
World Court and troops has secretly developed plans to deal with them accordingly.
Martial Law has been in effect for some
years now, yet most citizens have no idea of
the impending danger they will face. Let’s
go back a few years to the Iran-Contra at the hearings we heard:
Hearings. Here is part of what was said:
REP. JACK BROOKS:
Col. North, in your work at the NSC
IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS
were you not assigned at one time to work
Col. Oliver North: Counsel, I don’t on plans for the continuity of government
believe that any one who served in Viet- in the event of a major disaster? [H: Good
nam. who saw what haoDened as a conse- zrief, that‘ old “Doomsday” program to
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forfeit all the people all the time and
save the assets of the “big boys”!]
North’s Attorney: Mr. Chairman!
Senator Inouye (Chairman): I believe

that question touches on a highly sensitive
and classified area, so may I request that
you not touch upon that, sir?
Brooks: I was particularly concerned,
Mr. Chairman, because I read in Miami
papers and several others, that there had
been a plan developed by that same agency,
a contingency plan in the event of an
emergency that would suspend the American Constitution, and I was deeply concerned about it. I’m wondering if that was
the area in which he had worked, I believed
that it was...
Inouye: May I most respectfully request that that matter not be touched upon
at this stage. If we wish to get into this I’m
certain that arrangements can be made for
Executive session. m: In other words,
keep the secrets and keep YOU in total
lack of information!]

REP. HENRY GONEALE%
‘And tragically, the only memberwho
got close was JactC Brooks and he was
stopped by the Chairman. But the truth of
the matter is that YES you do have those
standbyprovisions
and the plans are there
andthestatutoryemergencyplansarethere
whereby you could in the -of-P
ping .terr9rism, appdwmi,
inuoke the
mllitury, and arid
Amdcans
and
hold them in detentiy3n camps.
“IfthepreszSntorderedadirectstnke
into central America, which was to be code
named “Operation Night Tmin” (we haue
the doaments on it), that they would set up
a concomitant domestic exercise or war
games scenario
called REX 84, the main
rationale of which was to round up 400,000
undocumented
Central American aliens
during a two weekperiod of time, incamerate them in 10 military detention camps.
(Sorhe of these camps are shown and documented in the movie COVER-UP which has
beenplaying at theaters on the West Coast.)
*They rehearsed this. But of course
ifyou’m rehearsing the muruiing up of half
a million aliens you have also rehearsed the
rounding
up
e...
. . of half a million critics of the
administration or government.
aIt would be ue.y very wrong to think
that these kinds of illegal opemtions will
stopjust by Ollie North’s disappearing, becuuse the motives to generate these kiti of
agendas are still there and thepowers that
were wllected in his name, his oflce, as far
as I know, they are still there.”

These exercises have continued since
the Iran Contra days. In many ways they
have even been stepped up! p: In tremendous ways and measures Iike %losing
bases”, uworking with joint-ventures
with theRussians”-untold
numbers of
nw and screwy fake names and identi-
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fications.] The National Guard has been Krome near Miami, Florida.
enlisted into the plan as well as all other
A major national task force of federal
police and government agencies-all in the intelligence and law-enforcement agennameof maintainingthepeace,
ofwurse.
ties-including the FBI, the CIA, U.S. Mar[H: I suggest you get the comprehensive
shals, INS, Customs, Coast Guard, Nawrite-ups we did on these subjects for tional Guard, and so forth-will join with
you have seen this in action in Los localand state.police in massive roundups
Angeles, Las Vegas, Chicago, New York to haul in lists of suspectswho will fill these
and East St. Louis among other places improvised stockades.
not so well nationally publicized.] But it
The fast roundup-and the pubwas soon found that some of our own liclyannounced one-will be ofillegalaliens
people in these different agencies would and refugees,” according to a military
not cooperate with such illegal/unconsti- source. “But under the secret provisions
tutional activities of government and so the of Executive Orders there will be also broad
final card has been played-the United arrests of security suspects, who can be
Nations Peace Keeping Force, an inter- held in these centers, under this emernational police force. It was long known gency order, whether they’re U.S. citizens
that foreign troops could do what resident or not.”
Americans whom the administratroops could or would not do-arrest and
police their own innocent friends and neigh- tion suspects of belonging to so-called “viabors.
lence-prone” groups, may find themselves
hauled off with hordes of illegal immiWHAT WAS OPERATION REX 843
grants.
Another category of anti-bureauSilencing of all dissidents! ddRSS DE- cratic activists which may be bound for
TENTION FACUTlZ~therwise
known administrative detention under this direcas Concentration Camps-have been set tive is that of ‘major, organized tax resistup in a number of major U.S. military ers”, one sourceclosetotheprogram said.
installations on the secret order of Ex- Many more IRSemployees have been hired
President Reagan. The Executive Orders to seek out the millions of smaII businesses
which established these camps have been who have failed to file during the past two
canceled because the camps are now iu years. These could all be added to the
place. The White House issued a highly growing list of anti-government citizens
classified National Security Decision Di- who need to be rounded up and interrorective (NSDD) which set forth urgent in- gated. [H: This is valid inf’ation
so
structions which aactAvatedn 10 huge you who have small corporations and
prison campe at key defense command this is applicable-keep
those record&
in impeccable order! The point is to
locations across America.
Two trustworthy sources-patriotic work WITHIN the system in honorable
career Army officers-revealed that prepa- limits of the law of the land. There are
rations were set in motion for an unprec- waysofattendingbusinesswithout
crossedented roundup of ‘security suspects” ing the forces of evil for more than the
time of looking at records--if you have
coast to coast.
According to these sources, one of made ?no proat” and are actually ‘%
the primary goals of the vast police opera- arrears” and owing of debwou
are
tion is to apply ‘C&c (‘capture and cus- alright. The government is after ALL
tody*) measures against political oppo- assets but will not bother with ones
nents, resisters, and outspoken critics already non pro5t making! If you have
whom our bureaucratic government con- not attended your business and records
siders ‘dangerous”.
well, you can expect investigations and
Four of the principal civilian concen: resulting fines, etc.
THERE IS NO
tration camps established under the “Rex WAGIC”
ANYTHING, ~CHELAS-JUST
84” program are located at Ft. Chaffee,. GOOD WAYS TO PROTECT AND SHELArkansas; Ft. Drum, New York; Ft. TER FOR AWHILE LONGER. IF YOUR
Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvaniaandat Camp’ SOLE INTENT HAS BEEN TO HIDE AND
A.P. Hill in Virginia. Each one of these EVADE-IT WILL NOT BE GOOD SHELcamps is designed to hold at least 25,000 TEF. YOU HAVE EVERY RIGHT UNDER
civilian prisoners. “Rex 84” has no doubt THEIR OWN RULES TO UAVOIDm THAT
been updated and renamed by this time, WHICH IS NOT LEGAL (REMEMBERING
Additional emergency custodial fa- THAT ALL LAWS SET FORTH ARE WLEcilities are being readied at Oakdale, Cali- GAL- EVEN IF UNLAWFUL CONSTITUfornia (reportedly for 15,000 detainees) TIONALLY)-THEY
DO NOT RECOGNIZE
and at Eglin Air Force Base in southern THE CONSTITUTION!]
Florida, at Vandenberg AFB in California,
Noti single source interviewed could
at Ft. McCoy, Wisconsin; Ft. Benning, Geor- cite a Constitutional or legalprecedent for
gia; Ft. Huachuca, Arizona; and in the such a staggering mass roundup of civilsouthern Justice Department detention ians by American authorities during
and interrogation center known as Camp ‘peacetime?. Of course, most informed
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people know we are not in peacetime but in riotous activities. As things unfold we
full Martial Law. Note the-gold-fringed flag are even pleased to print their “instrucnext time you are in or near a .ourtroom. tions” to you to help maintain life to its
That is the “Executive” flag of Martial
maximum.
Law!
Ones have come to this place trying
The nearest analogy to planned ma- to %et up” groups and/or communal
neuvers is the security sweeps ordered by centers-NO!
THIS IS A PLACE
the Austrian government of Chancellor WHEREFROM
THE WORD OF GOD
Engelbert Dollfuss in the late 1930’s. Pre- FLOWS AND FROM WHENCE YOUR
figuring our day, those crackdowns were AWAKENING AS A NATION CAN SOMEofficially targeted at “illegal aliens”-that
WHAT
FLOW-OUR
INTENT
IS TO
is, the many German-born residents of “OVERTHkOW”
NOTHIN-NLY
LAY
Austria whom the Dollfuss government FORTH THE TRUTH. FURTHER, I DEsuspected of being sympathetic to the Na- MAND THAT THE FORCES LET MY
tional Socialist party.
PEOPLE GO FOR THEY ARE NOT YOUR
What criteria will be used in deciding ENEMY-THEY
ARE
.MY
who’s “dangerous” and who isn’t? Will it TRUTHBRINGERS
AND REMNANT
be any who ,do not have proper identifica- INFORMATION SOURCES. I PLAY NOT
tion papers or perhaps insurance on their INYOURPOLITICSASSUCH-YOUHAVE
cars? Who will decide? Certainly NOT you MADE YOUR OWN DECISIONS AS TO
or me.
ACTIONS AND NEVER SHALL I FORCE
Most likely, it will be based on the YOU TO DO ANYTHING-ESPECIALLY
“hate list”, drawn up by the ADL (Anti- AGAINST THE RULES OF LAND. YOU
Defamation League of B’nai B’rith-a Ma- RENDERUNTO CAESARTHOSETHINGS
sonic Lodge)! In 1980, the United States WHICH ARE OWING HIM AND UNTO
Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR) signed GOD THOSE THINGS WHICH ARE
a contract with the ADL to prepare a report GOD’S-NO
MORE AND CERTAINLY NO
for the USCCRon ‘hate” groups in America. LESS! The element6 in charge (evenif
For $20,000 in taxpayer money, the ADL not always those in sen7ice unto %hem”)
produced a report, that focused on groups know we are not here to other than
that support the Constitution.
awaken you, bring into safety OUR OWN
The report was completed, submit- and hopefully steer your course into
ted to and accepted by the USCCR. But, evolvement-oursk
not to INTERFERE!
following standard procedure, the com- We ARE allowed to Uintervenem (a very
mission sent portions of the report to vari- different word in meaning) when approous groups mentioned, soliciting com- priate through petition and peaceful
ments. The responses were scathing, and means. If some of you do not like this
the groups did not stop at letting the USCCR stance in order to be Uwondrous warare many
know their feelings, but wrote their elected riors”, I remind you-there
representatives as well.
forms of uwarriors” and he who stupidly
As a result of the responses from the defies a “bigger gun” is a very stupid
groups mentioned, and inquiries from Capi- warrior!
tol Hill, the USCCR decided not to publish
Do you have to help me and mine to
and disseminate the ADL-written report. get on board?
YES!
YES INDEEDBut in early 1983, the ADL came out with because ifall you wish to do is save your
are not of good intent
its own report, which was a re-write of the own assets-you
report submitted to the USCCR and which and why should any of “mine” assist
they have updated yearly ever since. Every YOU in your worldly and greedy endeavPolice Department in the country has a ors? Ponder it. If you think I shall force
copy of the ADL report and the ADL ‘ad- Usaving” somehow of you whilst you
visesA them on groups it considers ‘dan- continue to throw rocks and bullet6 at
gerous”-and gets paid well for their ser- my people and myself”hink
carefullyvices as well.
AGAIN! J
Interestingly enough, their report
[H: Doesn’t this make my people
cringe and quake in their boots? NO! carries no mention of the Jewish Defense
THERE IS NO UGROUP” HERE! This is a League, best known for perpetrating vioplace of simply presenting the Truth, lence against those with whom it disagrees.
hopefully doing some good business
MARTIAL LAW COMING DOWN
which will be needed by all persons
under the Constitution or not and hopeIN FORCE
fully reminding you sleeping citizens of
There are more reasons for the enGOD’s KINGDOM that the prophecies as
projected are happening-and
happen- slavement of the people than the participaing now, to you who felt yourselves to be tion in the social security scheme which
free and secure. We absolutely advocate nullifies the status of sovereign state citiONLY functioning within all laws of the zens. [H: This is “why”, chelas, I could
LAND, abiding in peaceful presence and not in good faith and honor for your
newer indulging
~~ th6tvouI
- - in anvw subversive or securi~ w as citizen6 suam6t
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taku separation and “spotlight focus”
by denying aB national stance and becoming a u60vereign citisen” of your
state only. UShould” this be correct
procedure? Yes indeed. Will it work?
Not unless you want to be first in line for
perishing for you will have to have identification to get food and resources. It
should be the very way to go but when
you have Martial Law it matter6 not one
iota or whit what SHOULD be!] When the

Federal Reserve System wascreated, which
delivered the wealth of the United States
citizenry to the International Bankers for
plunder, the people, through higher taxes
and inflation, could no longer provide for
their old age and should have sensed that
something was drastically wrong.
By 1933, a crisis was created called
the Great Depression, as a result of the fiat
currency substituted for real money. On
March 9, 1933, President Roosevelt proclaimed a ‘State of National Emergency”.
The social security system was then offered
to the people as a compensation for their
stolen wealth. The elderly could now look
forward to a social security check instead
of worrying about their freedom to own
property, and as long as a state of crisis is
perpetuated (like the Berlin Crisis, the
Cuban Crisis, the Vietnam Crisis, the Food
Crisis, the Drug Crisis, the School Crisis,
etc.) Emergency Rule (or Martial Law) would
be in effect. The government had truly
become Big Brother.
The majority of Americans have lived
all their lives under Martial Law and don’t
even know it. Since 1933 alone, freedom
and governmental procedures guaranteed
by the Constitution have, in varying degrees, been abridged and superseded by
rules, regulations and policies. Under the
powers delegated to the President under a
declared state of emergency the office of the
Presidency yields powers ordinarily exercised only by Congress. w: And remem-

ber that TODAY, there is only a new
Resident-ELECT-he
is not in OFFICE!]

This vast range of powers confers enough
authority to rule the country without reference to normal constitutional process.
President Lincoln declared Martial Law
during the Civil War-and it has remained
ever since!
l

**

I would like to leave you at this point so
that you can fully digest the above information. There am reasons why this allowance
cametobe-throughafaultyandillegall7th
Amendment to your Constitution. However,
my scribe must take leave of this and attend
more urgent personal matters which WILL
NOT WAIT. We must see where we are with
the SherifTand this dwellingl We will continue this when we sit again. Thank you.
Hatonn to clear.
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Today’s News Watch:
Signs Of Impending
11/19/92 #l

HATONN

SIGNS: PRO & CON
Briefupdateand thenImustallow Dharma
to attend personal things. It got as close as
having the “Sheriff” and Locksmith present
on the yesterday before the reftiing of “service” was accomplished on this property.
This means literally locking my scribe away
from the computer. It is simply a time of
great trauma here and it hits from an
insecurity on the part of the attorneys as to
“getting their fees” to a heavy pressure of
family members demanding and needing
attention. Let us all realize the pressures
on our people-not the least of which is
YOU and temper everything with that realization.
INFORMATION ON EVENTS
I am amazed that we are denied, castigated and bombarded with disbelief and
yet ones daily ask what to do, what to do,
what to do? IT MATTERS NOT IF THIS
BANK MESS DOES NOT COME DOWN ON
MONDAY!!!!! DOYOU UNDERSTAND ME?
IT ONLY MATTERS IF YOU HAVE NOT
ATTENDED YOUR BUSINESS AND IT WILL
AFFECT YOU! IF YOU HAVE ATTENDED
YOUR BUSINESS-THEN GO FOR IT, RELAX AND GET ON WITH YOUR WORK. IF
YOUHAVENOT-PRAY HARDTHATNOTHING HAPPENS-EVERY DAY IS PRECIOUS.
I AM NOT A FORTUNE TELLER AND IF I
WERE, I WOULD NOT TELL YOU OUTCOME. KEEP UP, YES, BUT STOP THIS
BADGERING AND QUARRELING OVER
EVENTS-I DO NOT MAKE EVENTS-I REPORT THEM AS THEY ARE REPORTED TO
US!
LOOK FIRST TO JAPAN
The stockmarket in Japan dropped massively on Tuesday to a low unacceptable to
be able to recoup and stave off collapse. In
response all pension funds and retirement
programsWERE REQUIRED to place money
into the market to shore it up ‘temporarily”. YOUR MARKET CANNOT EVEN
SUSTAIN A PRETEND FACADE OF SI’ABILITY IF JAPAN FOLDS BECAUSE THEY
HOLD MOST OF YOUR DEBT! So, for
whatever reason “they” may tell,you (and
you have top financial people in Japan
right this minute) the system is on the edge

Collap$e

of total bursting and international collapse.
So, today the market in the U.S..shows
a bit of a rally. The intent had been to push
the market to 3500 and then drop it out
completely. This means that gold would be
the placement of choice for funds. Well, the
price of gold is being kept artificially low for
this type of economy to throw you off,
chelas. There are massive exchanges of
currency into gold and the market is being
falsely fronted by false projections (polls if
you will), in other words, you are being fed
through the media and reporting system,
false numbers to hold this stable for as long
as possible.
REPORTS
Reports are present across your nation
that the banks are prepared for a ‘Holiday’ but no employees (even high level
branch officers) know WHY! So, it is feared
there will be a precipitation of closure to
stopmarket tradingin the eventofa”Black
Monday” (or Friday). Then comes the
major rumor that all bills will be changed
out for the new “threaded” variety but it
would be simply an “integrated exchange”.
Then come the rumors that, yes there will
be a long bank holiday, but it is because “of:
the .political election predictions that some
banks are in trouble”. Now comes predictions that the cost of saving the Savings
and Loans will cost LESS than anticipated,
i.e., $115 Billion instead of $130 Billion.
Also that “...the RTC is not requiring as
many employees as in upstart?, etc., etc.,
etc. ALL OF THESE THINGS ARE CLUES
WHICH GIVE YOU FALSE INFORMATION
AND FALSE SECURITY! IF TROUBLE
DOESN’T HAPPEN IN “RIVER CITY” ON
MONDAY NEXT-HOW LONG DO YOU
THINK IT WILL TAKE TO BREAK THE SYSTEM??
RUSSIA
Mr. Yeltsin just shook hands and renewed full trade and political agreements
with NORTH KOREA-AFTER
HAVING
PAID OFF AND CAUGHTUPALLARREARS
IN *INTEREST” ON THE DEBT (owed North
Korea??)! He says that ‘...soon we will
havereestablishedtradeandworkingagreements across the globe”! So be it. Meanwhile a missile circles your globe-a Rus,
Sian missile!

UNEMPLOYMENT
Newly unemployed, they report, has
just risen to the highest point in’several
months! All construction starts are off and
home sales are dead! These are “their”
reports, not mine because, frankly, I already see you in such trouble that the boat
is to the rim and gurgling.
POLITICAL SHOW AND TELL
It’s all “done”, chelas, and this time
even CNN has told you how it is. In
speaking of these few days in Washington
for Clinton’s crew-it is said: “The entire

time has been spent in making agreementsfor%rnover’
OfgovernmentWITH
TOP ELITE POWER BROKERS!!!”
So, if

this is not THE two-by-four to awaken
you-what kind do you need?????
-NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA
SIGHTINGS OF UFOs

I am absolutely swamped with refer:
ences of ground shaking, noise underground, flying “things” such as orange
uorbsm,
triangular shaped space-craft and
massive displays of laser light beams in
areas of New Mexico and Arizona where the
people are getting totally upset and frightened. Chelas, I can’t tell you what each
individual sighting is, nor would I-you are
in the time of the Elite gaining total control
over you-the-people and “stuff’ is coming
down faster than we can hardly share it
with you. Remember, Bush only has till.
Dec. 3 1st to pull his trump card and Clinton
has the same amount of time to make it
look like the disasters are happening on
the Bushd...
“watch”.
EARTHSHAKING
The big thrust yesterday on all California news service announcements is the
“fear of the BIG ONE happening ahead of
schedule” and warning people to again get
immediately prepared and ready because
it could happen any minute! Small quakes
in “new areas” shook the South (Calif.)
yesterday, etc. I have nothing more to
add-GET PREPARED YESTERDAY, STAY
PREPARED AND DO YOUR BUSINESS
PROPERLY.
BANKSHAKING
I cannot see which bank will permanently
fold and if I did do you REALLY think they
would allow my scribe to.live long enough
to TELL YOU? What think you? That this
is some kind of cute game of monopoly
wherein the stakes are *pass go and collect
$200 chits”? It is not intended that any of
you pass go at all, much less collect anything!
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I can tell you this much, there is, such a
flurry ofactivitythat all handsare on the deck
trying to get this thing shut down before
Monday, and in Home Office bank branches
the workers will be busy all week-end. HAVE
WE BEEN ABLETO GETTHIS MUCH A’M’ENTIONAND HAVETHIS MUCH IMPACT? NOBUT THE RUSSIANS HAVE! SO BE IT. All I

can say is watch the “missile”, attend the
non-news for hidden clues, pray and go
about your business work and securing as
rapidly as you can do so. Some of you will
need a portion of next week to simplyget what
is underway, finished-1 salute for clarity of
thought and action.
Dharma, leave this and we shall consider

The Divine
‘Know’ 1 l/8-1-1/92

MOSES

THE POLAR SHIFT
Good Morning to -you, Blessed Child.
Today, I wish to speak to you on that which
you call the “shifting of the earth” or the
<“polar shift”. My Child, though many of
you do know of the same, thevast numbers
of the populace.DO .NOT,n,orwould they be
readily accepting that the Earth is a LlVING organism which must, too, have a rest
from the ABUSE inflicted upon her. Therefore,. I ask you to print this material and
’ disseminate it unto the people such that
they may be informed and make changes
as they so desire.
I will nottell you that which to do or not
to do, for many, many of you SHALL PERISH. This is a fact. Seas and mountains
will be where there were none. The oceans
shall chum up their buried treasures from
long ages past. Continents buried beneath
many layers. of silt ‘and sand shall rise
anew. Ships shall sink to their burial to
return no more. Vast areas of land shall be
seen no more .. Large cities shall be buried
and oceans shall move in to clean the
debris.
Children, this is the ULTIMATE HOUSE
CLEANING. And the same shall be done
unto you as you have not taken the moves
to DO your own cleaning. You have poisoned your environment and that of the
other of God’s creations which must live
therein. You have POLLUTED NOT ONLY
THE WORD OF CREATOR, BUTYOU HAVE
POLLUTED HIS CREATIONS. AND THE
SAME SHALL NOT STAND. Simply stated,
THERE SHALL BE A REDISTRIBUTION OF
LAND MASSES AND RESTRUCTURING OF
THE OCEANS.
Your earth wobbles as a man drunk
with wine, or as ‘a spinning top out of
control, about to come to a halt. Your time
is borrowed in terms of actual months, and
the same are FEW. Great numbers of you
.

the responsibilities of the remainder of the
day. ‘Therewill undoubtedlybe legal activities
necessaryfor the filing of the writ, etc. Let us
hold the course, plea-Father
has NEVER
failed us except in your perception, and
under false perception+ye ones make foolish decisions.
Salu. Hatonn to clear, please.

Plan, Part IV:

‘NO’ More Sorrows
SHALL PERISH if you do not wipe yourselves out with nuclear wars beforehand.
So, I say unto you, how much time do you
have to waste? Just how much can you do
about that which is going on around you?
Well, let it be known that you can do a great
deal if you are unified in your efforts. Even
if you are not unified, ONE PERSON CAN
MAKE A DiFFERENCE. I ASK YOU TO
LOOK AT ONE COURAGEOUS MARTIN
LUTHER KING, FOR INSTANCE. He first
stood alone. The question is, “WHAT ARE
YOU GOING TO DO?”
You can get your government “BACIC”,
and you can build up your own defense
system such that you ‘can ‘protect’ yourselves. You can toss out ,the SECRET
SOCIETIES which run your government.
You can call a halt to the murders of
*innocent people who speak out against
your government. The numbers grow into
the HUNDREDS, and you are not told THE
TRUTH: You are fed LIES AND MORE LIES
through your media. You believe that
which you are told. And you sleep on while
your ‘world runs more and more out of
control. EACH CAN D.0 SOMETHING.
YOU WHO WILL DO NOTHING ARE HIGHLY
ACCOUNTABLE FOR YOUR DECISION TO
DO NOTHING ‘WHILE ROME BURNS”.
Now, be of the understanding that these
so&called“shifts” are periodic occurrences
and are necessaxy PURGES BY THE EARTH.
Many of you think you are doing the socalled ethnic cleansing. Well, news and
more news. Mother Earth gets to do the
ultimate ETHNIC CLEANSING, and she
may not have the same sort of ethnic
cleansing in mind that you therein have.
Many of you have been given to move
inland away from places of obvious destruction. Many of you have been warned
in dream state and you have found the
need to move. Many of you have been given
jobs to take you to other places and you
have listened to the urging to follow another road at the cro’ssroads of life. Many

of you have been warned by a nudge or a
push to follow a certain course and YOU
HAVE NOT LISTENED. Such is your own
choosing. Many of you WILL SURVIVE
THE SHIFTING OF THE EARTH, but billions of you WILL GO BEFORE and DURING this catastrophe.
AS IT IS, .MANY OF YOU WILL be lifted
off the earth by beings from other spheres
who are here for the purposes of retrieving
those WHO LOVE AND TRULY SERVE
HOLY GOD CREATOR. Those who serve
the Antichrist are busy building all manner of underground shelters to hide from
the fury and to remain within their body
structures. These are the ones who LOVE
GOLD AND SILVER, WHO LOVE POWER,
WHO LIVE THE ‘GOOD LIFE” AT THE
EXPENSE OF EACH OF YOU. THESE ARE
THE ONES WHO DREAD THE LEAVING
OF THE BODY AND WILL DO ANYTHING
WITHINTHEIRPOWERTO CONTINUETHE
STAY THEREIN, AS THEY ARE TERRIBLY
FRIGHTENED TO BEHOLD THAT WHICH
AWAITS THEM IN THE AFTER.
Precious Children,
the Antichrist
WITHIN THESE WORLD LEADERS IS
FIGHTING “TOOTH AND NAIL” TO TAKE
THE VERY LAST ONE OF YOU INTO THE
DEPTHS
OF THE SEA AS YOU
ARE...... LOADED WITH ALL MANNER OF
DARKNESS. THE SAME IS SEEKING TO
KILL AS MANY OF YOU AS POSSIBLE
DONE
THAT
YOU
MIGHT
BE
AWAY.. . .. . .HOPING TO UNLOAD THEWEIGHT OF YOU, THEREBY AVOIDING
THE SHIFTING.
LET IT BE KNOWN....AND THIS IS FOR
YOU WHO WOR IN SECRET TO HIDE
YOUR EVIL WOR ii FROM THE MASSES.
THE EARTH WILL SHIFT WHEN FATHERGOD-CREATOR DECIDES UPON THE
SAME. MANY, MANY OF YOU EVIL ENTITIES WILL SINK TO THE BOTTOM OF THE
OCEANS TO BE GIVEN YOUR JUST
BURIAL. MANY OF YOU WHO PREPARE
FOR YOURSELVES ALL MANNER OF
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SHELTERS IN “SAFE” PLACES WILL BE
EVER SURPRISED TO FIND OUT THAT
YOU “DO NOT” OUT-GUESS THE FATHER OF ALL WISDOM. MANY OF YOU
EVIL WORKERS OF DARKNESS WHO
HAVE INVESTED GREAT SUMS OFMONEY
1NYOUR“PROTECI’IVE” UNDERGROUND
SHELTERS HAVE BEEN LIED TO BY THE
ADVERSARY AND YOU ARE LIVING A LIE
AND HOPING AGAINST HOPE. IT IS NOT
WISE TO TRY TO OUTGUESS MOTHER
EARTH.
Precious Children, for those of you who
wish to stick around, I would advise you to
CLEAN OUT THE INNER SUCH THAT YOU
CAN HEAR THE WORD OF HOLY CREATOR COMING TO YOU. BE ADVISED
THAT FORYOU WHO HAVE ALL MANNER
OF NEGATIVES STORED THEREIN, SUCH
THATYOURRECEPTIONISCUTOFF,WILL
NOT BE UNTO THE RECEMNG FROM
THIS END. I WARN YOU AND TAKE THIS
AS IS...A SERIOUS WARNING. BE UNTO
THE CLEANING OF YOUR INNER VESSELS AS YOU HAVE BEEN DIRECTED.
AND BE UNTO THE DOING OF THAT
WHICH YOU CAN DO TO BRING THE
POWEROFTRUTHINALLYOURAFFAIRS.
IF YOU ARE IN THE ARMY OF FATHERGOD-CREATOR, YOU ARE INDEED VALIANT AND YOU WILL DO YOUR PART TO
STOP THE SPREAD OF THIS EVIL.
MANY, MANY OF YOU EXPRESSED A
DESIRE TO COME FORTH IN THESE LATTER DAYS TO FIGHT IN THE ARMY OF
HOLY CREATOR, BUT NOW YOU RENEGE
ON YOUR END OF THE CONTRACT. YOU
HAVE TURNED AWAY FROM ALL THAT IS
OF CREATOR AND UNTO THE LOVE OF
THE MATERIAL, AND YOU HAVE CUT
YOURSELF OFF FROM THE RICHNESS
OF THE LIGHT OF GOD. REMEMBER
THAT THE SAME IS YOUR VERY OWN
CHOICE AND NONE OTHER. IFYOU WILL
NOT BE UNTO DOING YOUR SHARE, IT
SHALL NOT GET DONE, FOR NO ONE, I
SAID “NO ONE” SHALL DO YOUR SHARE
SAVE IT BE YOU.
NOW, DO YOU HAVE IT CLEAR?. .. .THIS
SHIFTING OF THE POLAR LOCATION
SHALL TAKE PLACE AND WITH A GRAND
FURY AND NOT ONE WHIT WILL YOU DO
TO AVOID THE SAME. BUT YOU CAN DO
A GREAT DEAL ABOUT WHAT IS GOING
ON AROUND YOU IF YOU WILL BUT SEEK
THETRUTH BEFORETHE COMMUNISTS/
ZIONISTS/KHAZARIANS DECLARE MARTIAL LAW AND INITIATE RELIGIOUS
PURGES AMONG YOU.
ROSAH, BEAR WITH ME, AS I KNOW
THIS IS OLD HAT FOR YOU AND FOR
MANY OFYOU WHO SEEKTO KNOW AND
LIVE THE TRUTH. BUT LET US RECALL
THAT OVER A YEAR AGO I TOLD YOU
THAT THOSE WHO SEEK THE DARK
GROW DARKER WITH THE DARKNESS
AND THOSE WHO SEEK THE LIGHT OF
CREATOR GROW GREATER WITH THE
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LIGHT, AND THE GREAT CHASM BETWEEN THE TWO GROWS EVER WIDER.
WELL, BE APPRISED OFTHE SAME....ALL
OFYOU. YOU WILL BE PITTED BROTHER
AGAINST BROTHER, WORKER AGAINST
WORKER, AND FAMILY AGAINST FAMILY.
YOU WILL KNOW GREAT STRIFE AMONG
EACH OF YOU, YET YOU WHO HOLD TO
THETRUTH REGARDLESS OFTHESTORM
WILL GROW STRONGER IN GOD’S KINGDOM FOR THE FIGHT. THE WHEAT ARE
SEPARATED FROM THE TARES. AND I
NOTE YOU RECALL THE MEMORY AS I
HAVE SHARED THE SAME WITH YOU,
ROSAH. YES, INDEED THE WHEAT ARE
ALWAYS WHEAT AND THE TARES ARE
ALWAYS TARES, AND THE DIFFERENCE
IS NOT FOR YOU TO JUDGE.
BUT I SAY UNTO EACH OF YOU, OPEN
YOUR EYES AND KNOW ABOUT THAT
WHICH IS TRUTH AND OF FATHER-GODCREATOR, SUCH THAT YOU KNOW AN
ALLY OF GOD FROM AN ENEMY OF GOD.
IF YOU DO NOT KNOW TO TAKE ALL INTO
PRAYER AND PRAY FOR DISCERNING OF
TRUTH FROM NON-TRUTH, THEN I TELL
YOU NOW YOU SHALL NOT KNOW YOUR
GOD’S FRIEND FROM GOD’S ENEMY.
NEITHER WILL YOU KNOW YOUR OWN
FRIEND FROM YOUR OWN ENEMY. THIS
IS SOMETHING WHICH YOU MUST DO
AND ONLY YOU. NO ONE CAN PROCESS
THAT WHICH GOES INTO YOUR INNER
MINDSAVEITBEYOU,YOURSELF. THUS,
YOU WILL NOT BE UNTO THE CALLING
OF ANOTHER TO CONTINUALLY MONITOR THAT WHICH GOES WITHIN YOU TO
DETERMINE IFTHE SAME IS OF FATHERGOD-CREATOROROFSATAN. YOU, PRECIOUS CHILDREN, SHALL BE DECEIVED
UNTIL YOU CLEAN YOUR INNER AND
MAKE ROOM FOR THE RECEIVING OF
TRUTHS FROM THE HOLY CREATOR.
SEEK TRUTH IN ALL LEST YOU BE DECEIVED, FOR THE FOX IS IN THE
HENHOUSEAND MANY OFYOU BELIEVE
THE FOX TO BE MOTHER HEN. WAKE UP,
LITTLE CHICKS. YOU ARE ABOUT TO BE
A MEAL. HEAR-ALLWHOWILLOPENUP
UNTO THE HEARING. THE RECEIVING
OFTHESETRUTHS IS FOR EVERYONE. IT
IS BROADCAST ON THE SAME CHANNEL
WITHIN EACH OF YOU. THE PROBLEM
WITH THE LOT OF YOU IS THAT YOU
HAVE YOUR SETS TURNED OFF CONTINUALLY: THE GREATEST NUMBER OF
YOU GO -‘ONFEAR OR APATHY OR ANY
COMBINATION OF NEGATIVE EMOTIONS.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN OF THE LIGHT
OF HOLY CREATOR, YOU ARE EACH SAFE
UNTO THE CREATOR-REGARDLESS OF
THAT WHICH BEFALLS YOU. IT IS JUST
THAT MANY OF YOU ARE NOT READY TO
BE ACCOUNTABLE. YOU HAVE A SHORT
TIME IN WHICH YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. WHAT IS YOUR DECISION?
WILL YOU SEEK THE COURSE OF TRUTH
AND LIGHT OF GOD, OR WILL YOU CON-

TINUE TO BURY YOUR HEAD WISHING
ALL TO GO AWAY? BLESSINGS UNTO
EACH OFYOU IN THE FINDING OF YOUR
OWN WAY. FOR BROAD IS THE WAY TO
DESTRUCTIONAND NARROW ISTHE PATH
WHICH LEADS TO WHOLENESS. MANY
SEEK THE GATE TO ETERNAL GLORY
BUT FEW THERE ARE WHO FIND THE
SAME. BLESSINGS IN THE JOURNEY
AND BE REMINDED TO BE EVER UNTO
THE SEEKING OF GOD’S ILLUMINATION,
LEST YOU FOLLOW WITH THE GREAT
NUMBERS WHO SEEK THE ROAD OF
LEAST RESISTANCE. I AM MOSES.
***
YOU ARE SACRED CREATIONS
Good Morning, Blessed Child, it is I,
Moses. I shall continue somewhat with the
element of unity of the sexes....the union unto which Father-God-Creator created
each of you. You are told in Genesis that
Adam and Eve were created as pair. Thepoint is that all, as originally created, were
each as pair. The perfect union for each
soul is with the opposite of the original
pair. This is certainly under the most ideal
conditions. Most of the time, however,
situations are certainly less than IDEAL,
and many unions are made for avariety of
reasons ....FREQUENTLY the least ofwhich
is to FOLLOW DMNE WILL.
Lessons are often VERY PAINFUL in the
learning. WERE IT NOT FOR OTHERS
WITH WHOM TO INTERACT, HOW ELSE
WOULD YOU COME FACE TO FACE WITH
YOUR OWN DECISIONS? You, and only
you, can polish the diamond in the rough
into the beautiful gem; and, I assure you
that the workis ALLYOURS. YOU GETTO
DO YOUR VERY OWN POLISHING.
Many of you rush head-long into relationships and, on looking back, many of
you havelearned some sortofTRIAL-AND
ERROR lesson. Many of you take many
ages to learn a single lesson. Yet, it is your
very own lesson and, would that you had
followed the LAWS OF CREATION in the
beginning, you would have lessened your
own suffering.
We are not here to chart out your
courses. We are here to give unto you
guidance. Thecreatorhassent amongyou
guidelines foryour spiritual evolution. Shall
I go over but a few of the same?
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU ARE SACRED CREATIONS. TREAT THE BODY
PHYSICAL IN SUCH A WAY THAT IT IS AN
UNDEFILED PLACE OF RESIDENCE FOR
THE SOUL. THE SOUL WAS CREATED
HOLY. WHEN YOU DEFILE YOUR INNER
SANCTUARY, YOUR THOUGHTS AND
YOUR FEELINGS -FOR SELF TURN TO
THOSE OF DISGUST, SHAME, OR ALL
MANNER OF NEGATIVE EMOTIONS. YOU
POISON THE SOUL WITHIN THE BODY.
BE UNTO THE KNOWING THAT YOU
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ARE EACH DMNE CREATIONS. KEEP
THIS KNOWINGNESS TO THE FORE OF
THE THINKING, THAT YOU WILL KNOW
TO PRACTICE YOUR OWN DIVINENESS.
YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE GREATEST COMMANDMENT, WHICH ISTO LOVE
YOUR HOLY CREATOR WITH ALL YOUR
BE-INGNESS.
THE SECOND GREATESTIS UNTO THE
LOVING OF YOURSELF AND YOUR
BRETHREN IN A LIKE MANNER.
LITTLE ONES, THE VERY NATURE OF
LOVE IS UN-DEFILED. IT ENGENDERS A
TOTAL RESPECT AND HONOR. LOVE
GLORIFIES. ITEDIFIES. PRECIOUSCHILDREN, LET ME ASK OFYOU THUS: “HOW
COULD YOU COMMIT ALL MANNER OF
VILE BEHAVIORS IF YOU WERE FILLED
WITH THE PUl?TY AND BALANCE OF
LOVE?” NAY, I SAY YOU COULD NOT.
YOU WOULD NOT BE LED ASTRAY, AND
YOU WOULD NOT LIVE A LIFE OF FRAGMENTATION.
LET US LOOK AT THE WAY IN WHICH
MOST OF YOU MAKE DECISIONS. YOU
REACT. YOU DO NOT ACT WITH FORETHOUGHT. MOST OF YOU ACT ON THE
IMPULSE, “HOPING FOR THE BEST”, INSTEAD OF ACTING WITH PLANNING AND
FORETHOUGHT. NOW, IS THAT NOT A
FACT?
Look around you.. ..THE GRAND NUMBERS OF ABORTIONS, THE GRAND NUMBERS OF MURDERS AND SUICIDES, THE
GRAND NUMBERS OF TEEN PREGNANCIES, THE GRAND NUMBERS OF PERVERSIONS OF THE FLESH AND GRAND
EXPERIMENTATION WITH DRUGS AND
MORE DRUGS....IT IS ALL BUT FOR THE
MOMENT. You are a society of the MOMENT, and “LET THE MORROW TAKE
CARE OF ITSELF.”
YOU WHO LIVE AROUND THE SAN
ANDREAS FAULT HAVE BEEN WARNED
AND RE-WARNED, SUCH THAT THE LOT
OF YOU HAVE NOW BECOME DE-SENSITIZED TO THE FACT. YOU WILL HEED
NOT THE WARNINGS TO STORE WATER
AND FOOD. YOU KNOW THAT WITH THE
ADVENT OF SUCH A QUAKE, ALL THE
UNDERGROUND WATER WILL BE POISONED AND FOOD WILL BE RIPPED FROM
THE SHELVES. YOU LIVE IN THE MOMENT WITH THE IDEA THAT, “THIS WILL
NOT HAPPEN TO ME.” Such was the idea
of the people of ‘INVINCIBLE ROME”, and
of MANY, MANY civilizations before the
same. YOU WOULD NOT LISTEN THEN,
AND THE VAST NUMBERS OF YOU WILL
NOT LISTEN NOW. You keepgoing back to
the table to sup as you are not yet sated.
Such is your own choosing, Let me ask you
thus, “Have you not read of NOAH, and the
warnings he gave unto his brethren?” You
have probably wondered often what might
have been the matter with such a large
group, that they would turn their heads in
disbelief. Large numbers of you do not
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believe that a GREAT FLOOD happened at
that date in time. You were then as you are
now....DISBELIEVING. YOU CONTINUE
IN CIRCLESAND YOU MAKE NO MOVETO
GET OFF THE WHEEL. Let it be known
that the decision to get off the wheel is none
other than your very own. You will live the
laws of HOLY CREATOR when you get
ready to do the same, and for the most of
you the same is when you are fully sated
with the physical/material.
Let it be known that the LAWS OF HOLY
CREATOR are simple indeed and given to
center around THE ISSUES OF LMNG
LOVE FOR THE CREATOR, FOR YOURSELF AND FOR YOUR BRETHREN. FOR
HOW COULDYOU STOOPTO KILLORTO
STEAL OR TO LIE OR TO COVET THAT
WHICH IS OF YOUR BRETHREN OR TO
COMMIT ADULTERY, GROSS FORNICATIONS, PERVERSIONS OFTHE FLESH, TO
DRUG YOURSELF OR TO ABUSE YOUR
VESSEL IN ANY FORM? NEITHER WOULD
YOU BE UNTO THE CASTING OF HATE OR
MALEVOLENCE OR IN THE JUDGING OF
OTHEROFGODS CREATIONS. BLESSED
CHILDREN OF HOLY CREATOR, WHERE
THERE IS LOVE THERE IS WHOLENESS,
BALANCE, BEAUTY, JOY AND ABUNDANCE. THIS IS A FACT.
This is not to say that you will not wax
and wane in the keeping of the vessel clean.
You are on a path of spiritual evolution,
and the following of the same seldom goes
straight up. THE SPEED AT WHICH YOU
EVOLVE DEPENDS UPON YOUR VERY
INTENSE DESIRE TO LIVE THE LAWS OF
FATHER-GOD-CREATOR. The “PROOF”
is indeed in the ‘PU’ITING” into action
these laws.
I hear many of you right now, proclaiming, “I live the laws.” I say nay, not one of
you LIVES THE LAWS. WERE IT SO YOU
WOULD NOT BE THEREIN. I AM MOSES.
BLESSINGSUNTOYOUINTHEHUMBLING
OF YOURSELVES UNTO THE CLEANING
OF THE INNER, AND UNTO THE LIVING
OF THE LAWS OF CREATION THAT YOU
MAY KNOW WHOLENESS. WE ARE FOREVER UNTOTHE SERVICE OF HOLY CREATOR,THUSUNTOTHESERVICEOFYOU,
OUR BRETHREN.
***
RECOGNIZE THE FEELINGS
OF LOVE
Good Morning, Beloved Child. Let us
continue with the fourth installment. Let
us talk somewhat of FEAR. This is THE
MOST prevalent NEGATIVE EMOTIONwith
which you go about filling the inner. IT IS
A POWERFULTOOLOFTHEADVERSARY.
WHERE THERE IS FEAR, YOU ABSOLUTELY CROWD OUT ALL SENSE OF LOVE
AND SECURITY. YOU CUT OFF YOUR
INNER VESSEL FROM THE RECEMNG
OF BALANCE AND WHOLENESS. YOU

THEN BECOME ‘IN A STATE OF
FRAGMENTATION. FEAR IS BUT ONE OF
NUMEROUS
NEGATIVE EMOTIONS
WHICH ROB YOU OF LOVE’S RADIANCE.
Remember that LOVE IS OF CREATOR,
and that LOVE IS WHOLENESS, BALANCE
AND JOY. Love is POSITIVE AND FILLS
YOU WITH THE LIGHT OF CREATOR. ALL
NEGATIVE EMOTIONS PUSH OUT THE
LIGHT AND CAUSE A VOID. YOU THEN
LOSE BALANCE AND REASON. YOU REACT, NOT ACT. YOU LOSE A SENSE OF
CALMNESS AND DISPLACE THE SAME
WITH A SENSE OF AGITATION. WHERE
THERE IS LOVE OF CREATOR, REMEMBER THERE IS PEACE AND GREAT JOY.
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU LEARN TO
RECOGNIZE THOSE FEELINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESENCE OF LOVE
AND THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE
PUSH OF THE ADVERSARY....THE ABSENCE OF LOVE.
That which many of you call LOVE is
nothing more than an inner void pushing
to be filled with the sensationalism of the
outer. Such push for sensationalism will
never be sated. Once you fill yourself with
sensationalism, YOU ADD TO A LONGING
FOR MORE OF THE SAME. Thus, you will
find yourself seeking once more to fill the
void. Let me ask you, “what good does it
do to pile emptiness upon emptiness?” If
you add to emptiness, you get emptiness.
Ifyou multiply emptiness times emptiness,
you get emptiness.
Many of you who seek the “good life”
know the meaning of that which I speak.
You have wandered for years upon years
....for some, let me say, lifetime upon lifetime, seeking to fill the void. (If this is
somewhat redundant to some ofyou, let us
remember that REPETITION PRODUCES
LEARNING, unless of course YOU ARE
BRAIN DEAD. And if you were, you would
not be reading herein.)
Many of you rush headlong to each and
every church service seeking to fill the void.
And you go away unfilled. Little do you
know of that which you do. You have no
explanation for that which goes on within
you. You have come to live life in a state
of apathy. Your emotional state neither
goes up nor down. You live a flat profile.
Many of you exist as dead on the inner, for
you DO NOT KNOW OF THAT WHICH IS
TRUE JOY and of Father-God-Creator. You
have reached a wall and know not how to
climb it.
Let us recognize that you must clean
the inner of ALL NEGATIVES such that you
have room on the inner for the LOVE of
Creator. LOVE CLIMBS ALL WALLS. Within
the LOVE OF CREATOR, YOU ARE GIVEN
THE FREEDOM TO WALK THROUGH
WALLS, OR TO LEAP THEM IN A SINGLE
BOUND. LOVE TEARS DOWN WALLS.
LOVE GIVES FREEDOM TO ALL. PRECIOUS CHILDREN, LOVE KNOWS ABSO-
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LUTELY NO BOUNDARIES....NEITHER
LANGUAGE BARRIERS NOR PLANETARY
BOUNDARIES. SOAK UP THIS FREEDOM
AND KNOW THAT IT IS MEANT FOR YOU.
YOU WERE CREATED TO BE FREE.
IF YOU HAVE BEEN IN THE DARK AS
TO GOD’S TRUTHS, KNOW THAT THIS IS
FAST BECOMING A THING OF THE PAST.
FOR TRUTHS ARE STEADILY POURING
OUT UNTO YOU THATYOU ALL MIGHT BE
FREE. THOSE OF US IN THIS REALM
AWAIT YOU WITH OPEN ARMS. WOULD
THAT YOU WERE ALL FREE OF YOUR
OWN PRISONS.
ASYOU MAKE ROOM AND SO DESIRE,
MORE LOVE WILL BE ADDED UNTO YOU.
LOVE BUILDS UPON LOVE AS THIS IS ITS
NATURE. AND LOVE MULTIPLIES, AS

Nora’s

YOU CAST IT OUT ONTO OTHERS. BE
UNTO THE GIVING. GOD’S SUPPLY IS
WITHOUT BOUNDS.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, KNOW THAT
WHAT YOU DWELL UPON WITH THE
THINKING GROWS WITHIN YOU. YOU
AND ONLY YOU WILL DECIDE WHETHER
TO GROW EMPTINESS OR LOVE. FOR IT
IS YOU WHO MUST WALKTHE NARROW
PATH TO WHOLENESS AND NONE OTHER
CAN DO IT FOR YOU. PLACE YOUR ATTENTION SOLIDLY ON THE PRESENCE
OF HOLY CREATOR AND LIVE HIS LAWS.
HAVE IT NO OTHER WAY. COME HUMBLY WITH PURITY OF DESIRE AND ASK
TO BE FILLED OF DMNE LOVE. IT SHALL
BE GIVEN UNTO YOU.
BLESSINGS. I AM MOSES

Researcli Corner

ISHMAEL AND THE ARABS
(Part I of a Series)
TheBiblical OldTes&metistoryofIshmael
and his mother being sent away from
Abraham’s family soon after Isaac was born
has always troubled me, it all seemed so
unfairl (Genesis 21.)
God comforted Hagar and the child,
Ishmael, and said He would make of Ishmael
a “great nation”. The Arabs claim descent
from Ishmael.
According to Biblical accounts, Ishmael
was born after Abraham was ‘called Hebrew”. The origin of the word ‘Hebrew” is
uncertain (according to the EtymolosicalDictionary of the English Language.) Despite
“official” uncertainty, if one thinks of groups
of people claiming a special status because
they are “Hebrew’, or because they are
“descendentsofAbmham”,thenthesegmups
would have to include Ishmael unless they
thought of themselves as somehow superior
for other reasons! Ishmael was a brother, a
“Hebrew”, a”Semite”! (The Bibleis strangely
inconsistenthere. Ishmael was cast-out, but
later, Jacob’s sons by two bond-women are
not. Why was that?)
The life of Ishmael and his later family is
not recorded for us in the Septuagint (OM
Testament of Authmized Bible Version). The
Arabs have more information in their historical accounts. It is thought that the greater
part of the cultural life and beliefs of the
Arabs were given to them by Mohammed or
have been developed since Mohammed.
Mohammed was born about 570 A.D. and
died 632 A.D. The book bearing the majority
of his teachings is called the Komn (AKA
Quran, Chomp, and a few other spellings).
Apparently the *Arabs” (or descendents
of Ishmael) used the Aramaic language until
the time of Mohammed. According to George
M. Lamsa, in his Introduction to his transla-

tion of the Amnaic Bible (The Peshitta) into
English he states on page iv: “rhe transition
from Aramaic into Arabic, a sister tongue,
took place after the conquest of the Near East
by the Moslem Armies in the 7th Century
A.D. Nevertheless,Aramaiclingeredformany
centuries and still is spoken in Lebanon,
Syria, Iraq and N.W. Iran, as well as among
ChristianArab tribes in NorthernArabia. It’s
alphabet was borrowed by the Hebrews, Arabs, Iranians, and Mongols”.
The Arab people (Semites) considered
Mohammed a prophet of God, just as they
had considered Esu (AKA Jesus, Eshoo).
Mohammed, in the Konm, gives due respect
to Noah, Abraham, Moses and the Christed
Teacher, Esu (now known as Isa in Moslem
countries).
Why couldn’t the Christiansand Mohammedans get together on their beliefs? Unfortunately,a lot of “water had flowed under the
bridge” from the time of Esu until
Mohammed-the development of the organized Church in Rome being one of the main
problems. Also, the persecution of the Arabs
by Hebrews, Christians and others to the
point that the Arabs had to learn to defend
themselves.
With all the misinterpretation,
mistranslation, and/or actual deliberate
change or concealment of Esu’s teachings
and the teachings of others, the material in
the Bible was not in harmony with
Mohammed’s teachings.
Some of the interesting differences were
noted by %n old Arab” who was interviewed
in Jerusalem before the 1967 one-year war
by a The-Life journalist and written-up in
the book, Jerusalem, a Great Cities Book
These include (paraphrased):
1. Jesus did not die on the cross.
2. Sin is not a slight on a loving Christ,

or a fall from grace, it is a simple offense
against the law. .
3. Like the Jews, we (the Mohammedans) think of ourselves as a special
people. But we do not exclude others.
4. We don’t reject Christ as a Prophet,
it is the Bible and Church we reject.
5. Say not that God is three, there is
only one Supreme God. (A rejection of
Church Doctrine of the Trinity.)
Of course, it cannot be said that all
persons in “Islamic” countries agree in
principle or practice on the teachings of
Mohammed. There are perhaps as many
sects in Islam as there are in other groups
and nations. It would be a mistake to
think otherwise.
Regarding the differences in understanding in church doctrines on the
“Trinity” Hatonn and Sananda have both
recently made clarifying statements as
to the teaching on this matter. (I refer
you to THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR, Vol. 2 1
No. 3, pg. 10 and pg. 15, dated 1 l/3/92,
for comments by Sananda, and to the
tape of a meeting 1l/ l/92 with Hatonn.)
God is One, we are all part of this One.
There is not “ThreeqThe Father, Son
and Holy Ghost, per Church Doctrine). The
confusion enters when people misunderstand the teachings. Esu said ‘I and the
Father am One.” This did not mean He was
the same as the Father but that He had come
into harmony and oneness with the Father.
God (Aton) was able to speak and work
through Esu as a result of Esu’soneness with
Him. (The foregoingis a brief statementof my
ownundersta.ndingofSanandaandHatonn’s
words.)
Other informationon Mohammedand the
Koran can be obtained from most good bookstores or libraries. There arc several English
translations of the Koran Mohammed did
not endorse all of the books in the OZd
Ttzsfameti. Nevertheless, it is clear that the
peoplewho followthe teachingsofMohammed
are not Anti-Christian(i.e., they did not reject
mist).
The accounts in this Jemsalem book of
what happened to the Arabs in Jerusalem
during the 1967one-year war is heart-rending. One learns that the British marched out
of the city just prior to the fightin*leaving
the Arabs to fend for themselves after “Britain’ had them as a’Protectorat.e”for so long.
There is also information on the Irgun and
Stem gangs, the Arabs’ appeals to the U.N.
which went unheeded, etc. Actually, most of
the book is pro-Israeli, a propaganda device.
I am reminded again of the Biblical story of
Cain and Abel (Gene&i 4:8). Cain slew his
brother Abel, and our trouble began!
Bibliography:
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the Bible, Oxford Press; Jemsalem, By Colin
Now, getting back to Isa/Esu/Jesus,
Thubran, The Great Cities Books, Time- we find that “Titles and descriptions apLife Books, Amsterdam, (1976); The Mean- plied to Jesus in the Kumn and of imporing of The Glorious Koran,
Trans. tance for His position in the theological
Mohammed Mormaduke Pickthal, Pub. system of Islam are:
Mentor Book, N.Y. Twelfth Printing; 7’h.e
Etymological Dictionary of the English Lan“Son of Mar-yam”;and often -“He was
guage, Pub. Oxford at Clarendon Press, born of Mary, avirgin, by the direct creative
First Ed. 1879-1882, 1968 Impression; act of Allah.”
Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, by H.A.R.
Gibb and J.H. Kramer, Pub. Cornell Uni“A Word from Allah” and “his (Allah’s)
versity Press, ( 1953); The Holy Bible, Trans- Word”, this is the creative word ‘Be” which
lated from the Eastern Ararnaic Text (The Allah cast into Mary; the creation of Jesus
Peshitta) by George M. Lamsa, Pub. A.J. is thus compared to Adam.
Holman, Co.; THE PHOENX LBERATOR,
Vol. 2 1, #3, and the audio tapes dated 1l/
‘A Spirit from Allah”, so the angels are
l/92 (2), from % ‘hrorti;Tehachapi, CA called spirits.
(1992).
“He will never disdain to be an ‘abd’
ISA AND THE BLUE TURBAN
(servant) of Allah.”
(Part II and End of Series)
“One of those brought near” (to Allah).
The following information was excerpted
and/or paraphrased from the Shorter En‘Worthy of regard in this world and that
cyclopedia of Islam, Edited on Behalf of the to come”...“as prophet in the one and interRoyal NetherlandsAcademy by H.A.R. Gibb ceder in the other.”
and J.H. Kramer. The article on the main
subject of this discussion, Isa, was written
The sending of Him is a ‘signs and
by D.B. MacDonald.
“Mercy”; he and his mother are a *sign”; he
To begin with, in the Kumn(AKA Komn), is made an ‘example”, ‘parable”.
and thus in Islam, the proper name of
“Jesus” is ‘Isa”, a form imposed upon
Again,asanaside,inthework Vorlesungen
Muhammad by the Jews, who called Jesus by Gold&es, page 313 and following, we
=Esaumand said Esau’s soul had been find, for the modem Ahmadiya sect in India,
‘transferred to him.” Some writers hold that they teach that Jesus escaped from
that the name originated naturally by pho- Jerusalem, wandered to the East, settled in
netic change from the Syriac YYeshuncom- Srinagar in Kashmir and died there, where
bined with an imitation of “Muss” (AKA his tomb is still known. Ghulam Ahmad was
Moses).
the founder of the Sect.
It is interesting how @Esau”(the twin of
Returning to the Islamic view, for the
Jacob), and the name =Esu” bear such a Second Coming of Jesus the passage in the
resemblance to each other, as well as, the Kumn is an obscure verse. Some read: “And
Syriac ‘Yeshu” - Syriac being the literary he is verily a knowledge of the Hour” i.e., by
language of Aramaic (the language Esu (the descent of) whom the approach of the
spoke). The phonetic sound of “Yeshu” is Hour is known. But others read: =a sign of
much the same as =Eshoo” in Aramaic. the Hour”, and even, “a reminder”. AccordThat the ‘Jews” believed ‘Esau’s soul had ing to the Encyclopedia, “The later doctrine of
been transferred to ESU~according to the his return is given soberly by al-Baidawi on
Kuran is surprising, and also indicative of Xliii. 6 1:that he will descendin the Holy Land
some belief in reincarnation by both =Jews” at a place called Afikwith a spear in his hand;
and Islaxnics.
that he will kill with it al-Dadidial (the AntiAs an aside, under the heading of Christ) and come to Jerusalem at the time of
“Ishak” (AKA Isaac) in the same Encyclo- salat of the morning (morning worship).”
pedia, there is an interesting article that (There is much more; obviously understandfollows the one on Isa. It is written by J. ings, legends and interpretations of scripEisenbery, and tells how many Muslim tures vary in Islam as well as Judiasm,
theologians have interpreted the passage Christianity and all the other “religions.“)
in the Kumn about Abraham’s intended
There are a number of legends that have
sacrifice of ‘Ishak” to actiaZ$y refer to developed around Isa in Islam, and around
Ismail (Ishmael). Ishmael was the son of the “Mahdi and Jesus.” Moreover, accordAbraham and Hagar (the bondwoman); ing to the Encydopedia, ‘But in this developboth had to leave their home when “Ishak” ment the roles assigned to Jesus and to the
(Isaac) was born, according to Old Testa- Mahdi came to be confusinglyalike, and one
ment accounts. (It appears there is a great p*
tried to cut the knot (of confusion) with
y..
deal of difference between the Muslim’s t&lit&n from Muhammad:
understanding of the story of Abraham
and his family, and that which the Old
“There is no Mahdi save ‘Isa- b.
Testament relates.),
Mar-yam”. For this’and also their respec-
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tive roles when they were distinguished see
Al-Sharani, Mukhtasar of the Tadhkira of
al-Kurtubi, p. 118 and following (ed. Cairo
1324).”
“In the Sahihof al-Bukhari, Isa is mentioned in connection with Dadidial (the
Anti-Christ). In Kitab al-fitan, p. 26.”
Also, “Muhamad had been interested in
the idea of Anti-Christ as the story of Ibn
Saiyad (the Anti-Christ) shows (MacDonald,
Religious Attitude in Islam, p. 34 and following), but the early Muslims, for political
and theological reasons, developed, in
elaborately forged traditions, the doctrine
of the Last Things, and especially of the
Mahdi and Jesus”.
Nora’s comments: In relation to the
‘Mahdi” of Islam it would be well to read
about the various branches of Islam. My
understanding is that Islam looks for a
special leader to return who they will call
the ‘Iman Mahdi”, and “Jesus” is conAfter
nected to, or is, that person.
Muhammad died, his descendents filled
the leadership role in Islam for awhile. Also
various groups have believed that their
leaders are, or were, the intended personage.
References to Maryam (Mary) in the
Kumn and in Islamic legends can also be
found in this same Encyclopedia. Mary is
reckoned as one of the four best women
that ever lived.
The “Anti-Christ” being synonymous
with “the story of Ibn. Saiyad” is very
interesting, because the title “Saiyed” (AKA
Sayed etc.) is a title like ‘Sharii” meaning
“noble blood” - sons of the prophet or of
his family. Muhammad’s descendents have
split into several groups - among them
the families of Hasan, of Husain and of
Ali-who were considered the leaders or
possible leaders of Islam at one time. The
terrn means “lord”, or “master in contrast
to the slave, and the husband as opposed
to the wife”. It was also “used for the head
of a tribe or clan.” (See the article titled
“sharif”, written by C. von Arondank, in
the same Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam.)
Moreover, regardingthis’Anti-Christ”,
Hatonn has said his sign/symbol/flag is
blue. Hatonn has brought to our attention
the fact that the flag of the United Nations
is blue! Unexpectedly I found, in the article
mentioned above, on pg. 53 1, that a
=Saiyad” in Persia “is distinguished by a
blue titirr”!!
[Emphasis mine-Nora] (see
P.M. Sykes, Ten Thousand Miles in Persia,
London, 1902, p. 24, Note 1.) Perhaps
some of you who are familiar with the
Prophecies of Nostradamus will recognize
that he prophesied about the’Anti-Christ”
in the ‘blue turban”.
That all of the ‘Saiyads” are suspect, is
of course not true. The one who is the
“head honcho” of the ‘beast with the ten
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heads” of the apocalypse has many signs
and symbols to choose from and “ten kings
under his thumb”. The only way to identify
the person behind the sign is whether they
follow God’s Laws! Also, there is some
confusion as to whether “the beast” is the
same as the “Anti-Christ”. Hatonn has
said that Anti-Christ simply means againstChrist or against Christians, or has not
accepted Christ. That means that the
Muslims or “Persians” in general would
not be identified in this way, but a particular “Saiyad” and his followers might be.
Remember Nostradamus’ Prophecy for
Century IX-73: “rhe king enters Foixwearing a blue turban, he will reign for less than
a revolution of Saturn; the king with the
white turban, his heart banished to Byzantine, Sun, Mars and Mercury near
Aquarius.” (According to Conversations

pecially France, and the resistance of the
leader Ogmios, the one in the white turban.
The positions of the planets are an indication of the time when this event will take
place.
Hatonn recently emphasized that the
“blue turban” spoken of by Nostradamus
is the blue hats or head-gear that are worn
by the military forces of the United Nations
One World Government, It is obviously
important therefore to considerjust “who”
may be the actual, and presently hidden,
ruler or head of this organization. We know
it is not The Christ!
Bibliography: Shorter Encyclopedia of
Islam, Ed. H.A.R. Gibb and J.H. Kramer,

Pub. Cornell Univ. Press, Ithaca, N.Y.
(1953); King James Version of the Bible,
Oxford Press at Clarendon; Vol. I, ConverWith Nostradamus-Vol
I, His Prophecies
sations with Nostradamus, by Dolores Can-plained,
by Dolores Cannon.) The above non, Pub. America West, Carson City, NV
prophecy is interpreted to mean the Anti- (199 1); American College Dictionay, RanChrist’s military push against Europe, es- dom House (1962), subject: Ararnaic.
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IRS TARGETING

Corporations

THE UNTAXED

Recently I was at a seminar with business people from around the United
States, and the topic of UNTAXING came
up. The speaker, Jack Miller, who was
discussing Personal and Corporate Taxation, gave his reasoniong for staying
within the system. Though not agreeing
with him on everything, he had a few
interesting things to say that I felt are
worthy of sharing.
Jack keeps close tabs on the IRShow they operate and the direction that
they are currently going in. He was
telling us that recently the IRS had
hired 2000 new auditors to specifitally target Wntaxed”
people. He said
that the IRS bases their decisions for the
direction of expanding operations onprofitability, and that is what brought them
to their decision to hire these new auditors-to
target the ‘untaxed” people.
Apparently these people are profitable
targets from the IRS viewpoint. So if you
are ‘untaxed” yourself, don’t solely rely
on the organizations that may have
helped you to get into that.position. Get
yourself educated and protected.
One of the ways of protecting yourself
is to keep your personal exposure as low
Privacy is virtually altoas possible.
gether gone in this country. If any of you
have been watching the recent television
programs
on privacy
__ in _these United
__
States, you would realize that the IRS (or
anyone else at the Elite level of control)

can find out everything about you-right
down to how your last doctor’s visit went.
However, with a little creativity, you can
greatly reduce your exposure. Here are
a few good ideas on what you can do to
limit your visibility.
The IRS mainly tracks and traces each
of us through our banking relationships.
So, if we are smart, we will never use
accounts with your name and Social
Security Number on them. Besides using Corporation and.Trust accounts, a
simple way to get around this snooping
is to go apply for a new Tax ID number.
You can apply for one by filling out an
SS-4 application from the IRS. This can
be applied for through the mail or on the
phone. On the application, tell them
that you are setting up a fiduciary account to hold funds in private escrow.
Real estate players will have many of
these separate accounts set up to hold
funds for deals they are involved with.
We can take advantage of this same
setup and use it for your personal affairs-there is nothing illegal about doing this.
You will find that, while filling out the
SS-4 application for a new Tax ID number, they ask a lot of questions. I suggest
that,you fill out only what you feel they
need to know and you will be surprised.
I’ve received a new number every time I
applied-no matter what I filled in or left
blank on the form. After you have the
Tax ID number, go down to your local
bank and open the account with the new

number, which will not have your personal Social Security Number as its identifier. Wouldn’t you prefer to operate
under a number other than your Social
Security Number, especially since it is
that Social Security “label” under which
you are tracked?
Another thing we should all be doing
is using aliases. There is nothing illegal
about using an alias. I recommend that
everyone have a few. Anytime you order
a magazine or anything else through the
mail, do it with an alias. If you are so
hooked into the system that you have to
use your credit cards instead of sending
money orders, then call all of those ordering houses and tell them that you are
ordering for a friend and then have them
send it to your alias. Every time some
business gets your name and address to
send you something, you are put on their
master mailing list-which is frequently
sold to everyone who wants it. Why even
have items sent to your house? Pay.the
money for a private mail box somewhere
and don’t give them your current home
address. Your new alias can be used all
over. Ifyou are staying at a hotel and you
would not like it to be known, make a
reservation for your friend (your alias)
for whom you will be reserving the room.
If you really want privacy make like
you are a resident of another state altogether. I recently was on the phone
with the IRS and they were doing their
usual check, making sure I was who I
said I was, and they wanted to know if I
was still living in Minnesota at such and
such address. Well, of course I was! This
made me feel a little more comfortable
knowing that their computers had me
pinpointed about 1500 miles off course.
I’m always on .business somewhere, or
so I say, so you can never be quite sure
where I’m really living.
Because we work with Nevada Corporations, let’s use Nevada as an example.
First of all, why not have a Nevada Bank
account? The IRS looks for your banking
relationships in your current area or
county. Then why not have your mail
sent to’ a Nevada address so those credit
card companies and other attachments
all have you listed as residing in Nevada?
Remember, ‘The Beast’ computer system is virtually all orbiting in space now,
so let’s make it as hard ag possible to
locate you. Your mail’cotid t9en be sent
to you under an alias back into your
private mailbox in your home state.
But why stop there? Go the whole
nine yards. Become a resident in another state.. If you were to get a driver’s
license in another state, then the ‘big
computer in the sky” has y,ou listed as’ a
resident of that state.
I rec&mnend
using a state like Nevada because you
have then just placed yourself in a taxi
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free state, so if you are currently in the
tax system, why not be a resident of a
state in which there is no State Income
Tax? The IRS does not mind because
they will still be getting their ‘federal”
cut.
There are still ways today to achieve
personal privacy-but the road is getting
more and more difficult each passing
week. We have here presented to you
just a few creative ways of helping achieve

this precious privacy. If you are unsure
of how to accomplish these strategies in
your own personal situation, give us a
call at Corporate Advisors and we will
help you.
* * *

6723, LAS VEGAS, NV 89 102. ASK FOR
CORT CHRISTIE. FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE
VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS
AND THE TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL COR- NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A
PORATE ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT
FISHBOWL (#lo), AND YOU CAN SLAY
(702) 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT THE DRAGON (#16). [See backpage for
28 10 W. CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G- ordering information].

Soltec: The Battle Between LIGHT

And Darkness
(Editor’s note: We take a brief moment
here to warmly congratulate
Soltec’s
scribe, Kali, and her beloved spouse on
their 25th wedding
anniversary
on
Wednesday
I l/25/92 - “25th on the
25th” for those of you into numerological
symbolism. The Big Bash celebrating this
milestone was held Saturday evening,
I I/21, and, if thefrenzied array ofpreparations for that event were not major
enough, the local wedding of Kali’s son
next Saturday, 1 l/28, makes for yet another, sustained wave of things to do,
house guests, etc., for Soltec’s scribe and
her “expanding” family. So, we’re lucky
Soltec has managed to get a word in
edgewise in all this. Finally, the entire
PHOENIX LIBERATOR family would like
to extend warm and sincere congratulations to the bride & groom at the time of
this very special event.)
11/22/92 Wl

SOLTEC

Soltec, present with you this day in the
Light of the Holy God of Creation. We, as
the Host in service to God, come during
these times as a remembrance unto ones of
Earth-Shan of your heritage, for you are
members of the Universal family of Holy
God of Light. YOU are in the final days of
this present dispensation, which some have
called the Age of Grace. You stand on the
threshold of transition to the Age of Knowledge. No longer will there be belief merely
by faith-you will believe in KNOWING,
Yes, my precious one, I realize that it is
early and that YOUbarely have the cobwebs
from your mind; however, there is work to
be accomplished this day.
As we began to load back onto the
computer system here a writing that was
accomplished on another system on your
Tuesday of last week, it was found that the

Is Heating

diskette was corrupted ad,
therefore,
unreadable. Though all is compatible between the two systems, for other files have
been transferred in the same manner, this
one would not be read by this system. It is
a nuisance but not a total loss for what was
written that day can still be recreated with
a little extra keying.
This is an object
lesson for this scribe for it shows to what
lengths the Adversary will go to keep the
information

from issuing

from this loca-

tion. It will not keep The Word from going
forth, however, just as the attacks against
our scribe in California will not keep The
Word from going forth. We are not that
easily dissuaded. You will find incredible
strength available to you when your backis
placed up against the wall. A cornered
animal is most dangerous to the one doing
the cornering. The attacks against our
people do not go unnoticed.
This week you have been informed by
your scientists that the San Andreas Fault
has become so weakened by all the geologic
activity of recent that the scheduled event
of “The Big One” has been accelerated by
ten years. Chelas, you have literally run
out of time with this fault. It is ready to go
now and it will take very little movement to
aggravate it to catastrophic level. Southem California has been shaking continually this week. Those of you who reside in
this place can attest to that. All the other
faults that lead into or lie adjacent to the
San Andreas are also in a state of frenzied
activity and these act as conduits for the
energy to congregate on the San Andreas.
Your world is readying itself for some massive land changes and the San Andreas
Fault will act as the trigger mechanism for
them. Seismic events all around your
globe are being registered by your s&ntists daily and they know the activity has
sped-up 10QO-fold
in the,+
Fver@years
. ...,.,
.

Up

of your counting. They simply do not tell
you, for they themselves do not understand fully what is happening and cannot
take the risk of looking foolish by just
telling you it is occurring without having
ability to tell you the why. Very few of them
believe that the majority of these earth
shakers are the result of your own playing
with beams; others are kept silent about it
through threats against their lives and
their families. The rest are in denial that
such a thing is possible.
Just this morning, a massive swath of
tornadoes have swept through the state of
Texas, destroying an incredible amount of
homes and cities. Airplanes at airports have
literally been ripped to pieces as the unnatural wind swept throughthat place. It is nearly
December and not a time for such weather
occurrences. Strongwinds have been sweeping across your land for much of this week,
bringing many unusual weather patterns
with it. Great fun your enemy is having with
you.
The Elite Controllersof your world wish to
keep you in the dark and in a state of
unknowing. However,you arecoming intoan
age of knowing and understanding and all
the dark secrets shall be revealed. The age of
knowing will also be known as the Age of
Light, for nothing shall be left in the darkness
as it is today. The Adversary knows that this
time is upon you and he is struggling to
maintain his control over you ones. There is
full understanding upon his part that his
time is short here and that, once the tight is
recognized, control over the Lighted Ones
shall be an impossibility. So, the battle
speeds up on his part to destroy as much as
he can in the meantime.

Asyouco?neoutofthedarknessand

into the Light, you will come into knowing of m
things to which go had
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have learned int~centtimes thepowers
of many unSeen fotres-tvzdio
waves,
electricity, rrrdiation,
etc.
Them am
many other eneryies that will be made
known unto you during the time of
Light.
Through
knowledge
comes
powe~power
overfear, which in turn
equates into power over conbvl.
The
more knowledge youpossess, the more
you understand.
The mom you understand, the lessfear you have. The less
fear you ham, the less another can
con-1
you through fear and you will
not exist in a stute of confusion and
ignorance any longer. Lack of knowled-ge is the ke to contrvl over another.
When you reach the stage of knowing
within your own selves that an eatiquake is going to take place, they will
notbeabletosneakupf~mbehtndand
surprise you. You will have had form
knowledge of it and will haue acted
accordingly. u the weather is going to
changii; you w311have knowledge of it
bqfoduznd
and it will not have the
same devastating
effects upon your
lives.
This is what is feamd by the
Adversary-his
own ineffectiveness
upon El-

Before you can pass into that age, however, Earth and Earth Human must come
into a higher state of existence. This does
not mean you shall become any greater
than the lower states of being; you shall
only have more knowledge. For, as an
energy form moves up the evolutionary
ladder, he, by necessity, grows in the understanding of his relationship to all other
life in the Universe. He will understand
that usurpation of another’s free will affects not only the other being, but all else
as well. Only a few on Earth will make the
transition. Many more will not take the
next evolutionary step during this time for
they will be unable to find within themselves the humility required. Humility is
merely that state of mind and heart that
recognizes each entity’s place in the greater
scheme of the Universal Plan. Man, in
order to step forward, must realize he is not
the center of the Universe. In all of Creation, be it two-leggeds, four-leggeds, the
winged, the green people or the rocks,
there is a piece of Creation. No one is any
greater than another for each has its place
and purpose within Creation and must
experience in their form of physical expression. Any which thinks himself any greater
than another is not ready to step up and he
shall not.
On the other side, each must know and
take his rightful place in Creation. In other
words, you can not be of the thought that
you are unworthy. There is a delicate
balance of humility and self-worthiness.
God created only worthy creations. Each
was worthy enough for Creation; therefore,
each must know himself to be worthy of
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existence. Fear and guilt of any past
experience is not of God. They are influences of the Adversary. So, if you are in a
state of any fear or guilt, you are in essence
giving your power over to the Adversary
and working in service to same. With God,
there is no fear or guilt. These are also the
lies of most organized religions and through
fear and guilt have these kept Earth under
their control. Coming into the knowing of
God will release you from these fears, and
guilts and will empower the man. The
organizers and controllers of your world
know this and it is why you have been lied
to for thousands of years. When man
finally comes into knowledge of his
Godness, he will be set free from the bondage which has been placed upon him. He
shall become empowered through the knowing and will then take responsibility for
himself. He will come into the knowledge
that all things are possible with God.
If you are a part of God, you are a part
of the Creative Process that is God, and
that power of Creation will allow each of
you to express your godness by creating
your own experiences, rather than allowing another to create their expression of
reality for you. When you create your own
reality, you control your destiny, not another.
This transition involves all things on
your Earth; therefore, your planet must
necessarily be involved for it is the order of
such things. Your planet is in the stages of
preparation for the transition, readying
herself for the changes coming. You are
beginning to see the secrets ofyour governments coming forth into the light a little at
a time, but this shall also accelerate as you
move forward. Nothing shall remain in
secret or in darkness.
The Earth will go through a time of
cleansing. The environment will become
inhabitable again one way or another. Either man will accommodate Nature, or
man will not exist. There is a saying upon
your planet that “No man is big enough to
box with God.” You cannot change the
course of God, so why not come into a place
of compatibility with God? It is not God
that causes death and destruction. It is the
Adversarywhich struggles to displace God.
The battle lines are drawn for the final
showdown between the Light and the Dark.
As this happens, there will be less and less
gray area, and a thing will be either white
or black. The time for fence-sitting is over.
You must make up your minds which side
of the fence you are on. Those that sit upon
the fence in indecision shall be among
those who shall not take the step forward.
You may be shook to pieces during the
earthquakes. You may float away on the
flood waters or be blown away by the
winds, but your essence can not be de&roved. for that essence is God. Fear is
you; enemy’s only weapon against you.

Ourjob now is to bring the remnant through
the upcoming changes and assist them in
their step up into the Age of Light, when
our family shall be reunited again. We are
working toward the Age of Light by bringing you the knowledge that is withheld
from you, showing you the reality of it so
that your fears of the unknown can be
washed from you and shall have no effect
upon you. When ignorance vanishes, fear
likewise vanishes and through this shall
you become empowered.
The Native Americans understand this
concept, for they have always believed that
knowledge is power. They live at one with
their world, not in fear, but in balance. The
cycles of change have not destroyed them
because they understand this. They do not
attempt to control Nature as does the White
Man; they live in compatibility and at one
with Nature. Relinquishing control is empowerment.
When the earthquakes shake, when
volcanoes erupt, when the winds blow
strong, have not fear, but understanding
that it is your controllers playing the cat
and mouse game with you. Know that the
Earth is going to change, for it is necessary
that these things take place during the
dawning of the Age of Light. The Adversary’s
tricks are being exposed, brought from the
darkness into the light. Your knowledge of
these things will empower you by removing
the fears and allow you to take your step up
into the Light.
Should your banks shut down tomorrow for a three week period, thank God that
you had foreknowledge of it and were given
the opportunity to prepare. Those who
chose
_ -_ to hide and deny will be caught-you
shall not. When the “Big One” strikes,
thank God you were forewarned of it. Those
who have sought God shall be spared the
agony, while others who have turned from
God will be destroyed. Many will also turn
to God when the devastation comes upon
your place as they see the unfolding of
events before their eyes. Many will then
scramble to get their hands on past issues
of the LIBERATOR and JOURNALS and
you will no longer be considered to be the
weird ones who followed some extraterrestrial. At that time they will come running
to you for information and help.
Let us close this now. You have house
guests that have awakened and you have a
very big week ahead ofyou. Face it with joy
and love and not dread and fear. You have
prepared yourselves for the possibilities,
so rest in that knowledge. There shall be
many “invisible” guests at the wedding on
Saturday next aswe share your joy. Peace,
my little one.
Soltec to clear. Salu.
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Today’s Provocative News Watch
And Foreboding Nostradamus
11122192 #1

HATONN

NOSTRADAMUS-but

not

D.E. J. !

Herein I have an “Immediate Press Release” by N.C. (These beloved brothers do
not object to use of their names but I DO!
All are under constant surveillance and,
for now, we need to continue protection of
their “general” identity. As you read further in this paper you will Fnd others have
agreed to use of their name as “protection”
by mass recognition of their identity. It is
harder to blatantly kill someone who is
‘expected” to be ‘suicided”.
You are going to be further disappointed
in some ones you felt were superior patriots, etc. However, chelas, do not JUDGE!
I say this as reminder-FOR YOU KNOW
NOT ANOTHER’S CONTRACTNOR EVEN
WHAT HE/SHE MAY BE DOING TO
SHROUD

MAGNIFICENT

PATRIOTISM

AND BROTHERHOOD.
DEATH FOR A
CAUSEISNGTPARTICULARL YHEROICLMNG AND WORKING FOR A CAUSE IS
THAT WHICH BECOMES MAGNIFICENT.
YOU WILL NOT BE GIVEN, OFTEN, TO
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE FOR YOU WILL
NOT HAVE FACTS. Note, further, that this
paper is very often the only mode of transmission of instructions and communication to
variousonesofwhomyou areunaware. Read
well, gkan that which you can-balance
information and realize that as we move
deeper into the ‘~nnel’s” neckit becomes all
but impossible to keep my own people alive.
I SHALLNOT JEOPARDIZE MY PEOPLE FOR
ANYONE’SCURlOSIIY. IFYOUAREASI’UDIED READER AND STUDENT (CHELA) OF
THE INFORMATION WE BRING, YOU ARE
PATIENT IN THE UNFOLDING, REALIZING
THE DANGERS INVOLVED, AND IF YOU
ARENOT-ISUGGESTYOUGEI’INFORMED
PRIOR TO LASHING OUT AT OUR WORK.
MINE IS NOT TO WIPE YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NOSES FORYOU ARE QUITE CAPABLE OF
DOING THAT FOR SELF-IF YOU DON’T
WANT IT RUNNINGALL UPON YOUR FACE,
IFYOU WISH TO SHARETHIS MISSIONAND
JOURNEY WITH US-WONDERFIJI,-BUT
WE ARE NOT HERE AS ENTERTAINERSOF
JAMES BONDING AND YOU ARE IN DIRE,
DIRE TROUBLE!

for He works in most mysterious ways.
Note that by unity in non-violence, a MAJOR military action was averted relative to
Ekkers. “The enemy” (Feds), in their stupid haste to cause power plays from the
highest government levels-working
through the local injustice system-blew
it! Not only breakingagreements but actually surrounding this property by some 25
armed SWAT team troops awaiting final
“move in and take” orders-but forcing
the issue on ‘Thursday” they stupidly
gave opportunity to DO SOMETHING on
Friday prior to the week-end through which
they could have forced the issue. If you
listen to guidance and act accordingly, you
shall have a far better chance at ‘winning”.
I will discuss this at this afternoon’s
meeting as it is still too painful for Dharma
to write about at this moment. For you
readers, if we do not make it into this paper
with the detailswhich you should know
for your ownjeference
in similar circumstance-for
it WILL’ BE MANY OF
YOU as time nioves along here-we shall

in the next issue. -

_.......
BANKS AND MISSILES

The Feds under Bush are frantic in
HOW to pull off the Bank Closure. The
Emergency regulations MUST be brought
into play or the controllersvia that element
cannot hold power. It doesn’t really matter
which puppet is in the throne room but it
does matter as to how smoothly power can
be maintained in your blindness.
Now for the Nostradamus reference, Do
I believe that Saddam holds the role as will
be projected herein? It matters not one iota
because it is the rest of the possibilities
which might focus your attention. - .
RUSSIAN MISSILE TO
LAND TODAY

‘- _

OH? What happened to it on Friday?
Further, why did the U.S. launch aafirst
#meScoutrvcketwithMistgmissi2e
headonAWdizginsteadofbrtngtngin

the Russtan miss&?”
This holds a serious connection. Your government release
said this ‘missile” of yours is a part of the
DESTROYER FEDS
SD1 system (of which you have NONE!).
^
They further said that it would shoot down
Think not that God has forsaken, lambs, incoming enemy missiles! (IT DIDNT)-

and the Russians announce today that
‘the/a” missile will splash down today, be
picked up offWashington State, put aboard
a Russian vessel and be brought into

Seaffle for Thankscelebration.
This, right after””having the Russians
spawn deadly tornados across the V.S.
and planning to all but wipe out Guam
which holds some of your most necessazy and essential tracking equipment
iu the Pacific-by
typhoon.
Will the banks cIose on Monday?
God, chelas, you have such other problems unbeknownst to you, that banking
fallsiutoaminus-aeroimportance.
BUT,
note that today (on a week-end) the
European CommuniQv (E.C.) has made
massiveswaepingchangesinacoupleof
its %tates’” currency and devalued by
over 6%. Further, the E.C. trade agreements are causing riots in Europe. The.
global currency-still
called the E.C.
currency in Europe, has already wiped
out usage for all practical purposes of
the British Pound and a couple of other
major measuring currencies.
The Hong Kong gold market yesterday, while the other gold price fixing
houses, in London, were closed-d&
tally shot the price of gold up by over $9
dollars an ounw
London still controls.
Hong Kong, brothers, so this is aMAJOR
SIGN!
MOREOVER,
the information
being given to you through the “fixed”
media ls all false. If you can get a %lipthrough” from, say, Japan’s market,
etc.; in the news-you
will see that the
facts greatly differ from those numbers
fed falsely to you-the-trusting readers.
‘Iu addition, I petition to you to pray
‘v~,v~.~dthatthemarketcanhold
for a few more days at least-for security
-has not ye$ been ga3ned in some factors
of God’s working physical needs. Souie
heavy trausactious need to b ensummated and that requires an open bank.
THE INTENT, OF COURSE, IS TO SIMPLY WIPE OUT AjL BANK BRANCHES
AND MOVE ASSET8 INTO ONE OR TWO
MASSIVE “MOTHER”
OPERATIONS.
THE ONES TO BE CLOgED VARY FROM
DAY TO DAY AS THE MASSIVE “SHIFTING” IS TAKING PLAC.E. MOST ARE
SIMPLY HOLDING FROM OFF-SHORE
UNTIL THE CURRENCY IS AWUSTED
AND THE BANKING SHAKE-OUT HAPHAVE
PENS. PROJECTS WILLSIMPLY
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TO REMAIN
MY PEOPLE
IN A GIVEN
AS YOU CAN
WINTER AS

IN LIMBO. I SUGGEST TO
THAT IF YOU ARE STABLE
PLACMTAY
AS STABLE
AND LET US RIDE-OUT THE
BEST WE CAN.

NO, I DID NOT FORGET
NOSTRADAMUS!
I will simply ask reprinting, Dharma, of
the information (in portion) of the “release”. I am doing exactly THAT: printing
exactly as received without great comment-YOU begin to see inside the possibilities and let’s see if you have been hearing your lessons.
QUOTING:
PLAN B
(By N.C.)
We were definitely right in our release of September 29th, 1992. Bush was
going to re-start the Gulf War to raise his
rating and get re-elected. But the New Yorlc
Times foiled Bush’s plan during the Republican Convention by exposing the whole
scheme to the world which caused the
head of the UN weapons inspection team,
who was a Russian, to order his team out
of Baghdad and not to participate in Bush’s
plan. Now Bush is forced to resort to Plan
B. Saddam Hussein has already refused to
co-operate with the 30 UN inspectors. He
has rebuilt all the buildings that were
destroyed in the first part of the war and
has regained the support, popularity and
adoration of his people, thus completely
regaining his power and strength. With the
build-up of Iran and its alliance with Russia, it is completely impossible for Saddam
to disarm. He would be a sitting duck
caught with his pants down. And who
would protect him, the U.S.?
By the UN continuing their sanctions on his starving people and threatening to end the cease fire if he does not
disarm, Saddam is being forced into a
comer in which he will have to take his
revenge which means the bombing of the
UN building in New York, for that is the
seat of the ‘Beast” (body of a leopard:
France; Lion’s mouth: England; Eagles
wings: U.S.; bear’s feet: Russian; Revelation 13/DunieZ7). That is about to take
place.
And thefifthangelpoured
out his vial
on the seat of the beast &UNBuilding]; and
his kingdom was full of darkness; and they
gnawed their tongues for pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven because of their
pains and their sores padiation bums], and
repented not of their deeds. (Revelation

16:10-11.)
In the film 7’he Man Who Saw TomorTOW: Prophecies of Nostradamus (198 l),
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COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD
To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message,
simply dial (by modem):
(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board.
Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-1.
The board uses Procom+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using
the program PKZIP.
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds,
constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily
writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more.
THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0
If you try to enterthe BBS through Windows, it won’t work.
If you have any questions or problems, call
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545.

&read

Tapes,

the WORD

Transcriptions

& Videos

In addition to audiotapesof meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of
some taped topics, TtfE Wo19i) is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 54.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are S-3.00 each.
(Mexico or Canada add SO.25 and other foreign countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.)
Postage is included in tape and transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: 7XE WORV, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, CA 93582
or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or
Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches
zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by l and are not automatically sent since this material is
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in
parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4);
7/l 2/92(3);
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3);
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
4/l 3/92(l) # What is a Semite?“;
4/l 7/92(l) #Who Were the First Christians?” 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
8/8/9X$
4/25/92(2) l # “The Photon Belt”;
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
4/26/92(3); 5/l /92( 1) “L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan”;
wmm;
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
S/2/92(3);
1O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2);
S/8/92(2) radio talk show;
1O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
W/92(4);
5/l l/92(3) l “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 1O/24/92(2); 1 1/l/92(2);
1 l/1/92(1)
radio program, New Mexico;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors
1 l/8/92(2);
11 /14/92(3); 11/22/92(2).
over lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2);
SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/l 6/92(3)*, Bo Critz speech in
S/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places In Tehachapi,
Between” tapes l-3;
SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens’
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
Rally featuring Col. James “Bo”Grit& $12;
6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
S/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK,Salt LakeCity, SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE MUST
TAKE AMERICA BACK”available for SS;
UT;
6/30/92(3)*
‘The Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead-“LETS
TAKE OUR NATION BACK”available for $5.
Between” tapes 4-6;
Ttfr WORV NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD
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Orson Wells narrates as Nostradamus also
prophesies the destruction of New York,
that he names as the NEW city, of which he
says absolutely nothing can keep this city
from dying. Wells has Saddam wearing the
blue hat as the bad guy because he is from
the East and is a Muslim. Whereas in
reality it is the UN that wears the blue hat/
helmets/ flag that is the bad guy that started
the war. Because the UN is the bad guy it
gets destroyed. In the film New York is
destroyed at the %econd launchn of the
war, that is, in Saddam’s Revenge which is
the second battle after Desert Storm (the
Mother of all Wars!?).
“The sky will bum at 45 degrees. Fire
approaches
the
great
New
City.”
Nostradamus names theflrst nucleartarget.
The great New City near 45 degrees latitude. Experts agree that that could only
mean New York. O’Byfire he will destroy
their city. An inhuman, cruel heart. Blood
will pour. Mercy to none. n “Then will come
the great tumult. Warfare on a greater scale
than ever before. Explosions. There will be
a great onslaught.
There will be Ten-or,
Terror, Terror. n
[H: I suggest you also look at where
the central “headquarters” of the ZionistKhazarZanscalIingthemselves“Jews”
is located-it
is in New York City, U.S.A.!
“They” have already given the second
most occupied Hhazarian location a looksee and taste of the awesome power of
that Bear to the North-in south Florida.
The third location and media headquarters of the Western seaboard, Los Angeles, will also feel the sting through nuclear accident, intentionalbombardment
OR MASSIVE EARTHQUAKE DESTRUCTION!]
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his New World Order, would welcome such
a move, like Roosevelt that allowed the
Japanese to bomb Pearl Harbor to get
America to unite and enter World War II.
This situation is critical.
Should this
scenario take place [PAY ATTENTION!],

this will send out a strong message of
firmness in the Covenant to all the world
when the people see what happens to violators of God’s Covenant.
Saddam’s revenge is also prophesied
to occur at the time that “the comet that
Bush could rally all the nations to back shall run.”
This is “Swift-Tuttle”his New World Order, especially the Nostradamus explains:

people of this country. He would call for
a state of emergency, dismissing Congress, laying aside the Constitution and
keeping the electoral college from meeting on December 14th. [H: I bet you
forgot that you haven’t yet ELECTED
Clinton?!?] The electorates of New York
would either be dead or so badly burned
that they could not attend to cast their
votes. Clinton is not the elected president of the U.S. until the electoral college meets and casts their ballots. THEN
BUSH WOULD REMAIN PRESIDENT! [H:
Moreover, there are several other tattics which would block that vote and
leave Bush in full power -the orders are
already signed and the troops in place to
enforce the “martial law”. Of course, I
remind you that the U.S. has been under
“Martial Law” since 193311

-lI 62.

Comet Swift-Tuttle is due on December 12th of this year, only two days before
the electoratevote. On December 9th, five
days before the electorate vote, the moon
will lose a third of its light during one of the
last lunar eclipses of this century as well as
turn to blood-red just as the Bible foretells.
All this could take place before the electorWe can look for this to happen on ate vote so that Bush remains in power.
November 26th, 1992. [H: I didn’t say itThe people of New York must be
N.C. and Nostradamus said it!] This warned. This release must be published to
season is the season of the harvest.
give them time to make their choice. I have
written this to you so that the blood of
Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and gather these people will not be.onmy hands.. ..N.C.

the clusters of the vine of the earth; for her
grapes are filly ripe. And the angel thrust
in his sickle into the earth, and cast it in the
great winepress of the wrath of Cod. And
the winepress was trodden without the city
(without the law of New Jerusalem
the
outlaws),
and blood came out of the
winepress, even into the horse bridles, by
the space of a thousand and six hundred
furlongs.
(A foot note states 200 miles).
“Garden of the world the New City (Revelation 14:19-20.)
and the way of the man-made mountains
The ‘great winepress of the wrath of
shall be seized on and plunged into ferGod” is one particular city that is dement. n Again Nostradamus suggests that
New York with its sky scrapers, its man stroyed in the diameter of 200 miles of
made mountains, will be a nuclear target. fallout and destruction. At the last supper
NOTHiNG, the prophet says, will keep the Jesus told us that the “wine” is the blood
of His “new COVENANT”, making this city,
city from dying.
the “winepress of the wrath of God”, the
A high school student could, and has, City of the Covenant which.,again is New

assembled an atomic device from plutonium and uranium and it could be carried
up into the UN Building in a suitcase and
exploded. In Saddam’s Revenge it would be
a very simple thing for him to accomplish
this. The reason he would destroy the UN
is that it OK’d the Gulf War and put sanctions against Iraq, that are still in effect,
that were the commands of “Dictator
Bush”. Now that Saddam has played the
good boy until Bush was defeated in the
election, he now is refusing to cooperate
with the 30 inspectors that have just recently entered Iraq. Bush, at the head of

Mabus (SudamjSaddam) [clue:
spell it backwards] shall come, and
soon after shall die,
Of people and beasts shall be a
horrible destruction
Then on a sudden
the vengeance (Saddam’s rwenge)
shall be seen.
Blood, hand, thirst, famine, when
the comet shall run.

END OF QUOTING.
***

N.C., please do not think that the portions
deleted from this indicate lack of truth in
circumstances or timing-it is simply that
I cannot confuse people who will only see a
possible “religious” cause to deny Truth.
Space does not permit further-discussion
worthy of the subject at this time. Thank
you for sharing this incredibly important
information and we are pleased to be able
to present your gift unto you brothers.
Who will see and hear? It is not for US to
speculate! Adonai.
CONFIRMING A COMET’S BELATED.
RETURN

York City. . Out of &all the cities on : SCONCE NEWS, Vol. 142, October 10,
earth . . . . .New York will become “a .blessed .1992, page 230:

spot from which the call to steadfastness in
the Covenant and Testament of God will go
forth to eve y part of the world....”

....These people are using this Holy
Time and appointed time to attempt to reaffirm their violation in the minds of the
people and thus this is the last straw. So
far it seems as though they got away with
it but with this destruction of New York
(which suits the ends of both Bush’s New
World Order and Saddam’s Revenge) and
these either killed or badly burned in it-

QUOTING:
When Comet Swift-Tuttle [Tiamatlast visited the inner
solar system, itsicyglow shared the American skies with the flash of Civil War cannons. More than a century later, astronomers used the 1862 sighting to peg the
comet’sreturnforabout 1981. Theywaited.
But Swift-Tuttle didn’t show.
Finally, Swift-Tuttle has graced the

Nibiru-Marduk???]
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inner solar system again, albeit a decade
later than expected. The comet’s recent
sighting confirms a 1973 prediction by
Brian G. Marsden of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge,
Mass., that Swift-Tuttle might return in
1992.

The solar family includes many comets whose round-trip journeys are measured in centuries. However, Swift-Tuttle
has set a record as the longest period
comet whose return has been predicted
and then confirmed by observation.
This comet is the source of the debris
that rains down upon Earth every summer
during the Perseid meteor shower. [Approximately from August 10 - 18.1Thus,
the frozen wanderer’s return provides astronomers with a unique opportunity to
combine observations of a comet with existing information on its dusty footprint,
says Marsden.
In 1973, Marsden calculated that
the comet would probably return in 198 1,
give or take two years. He based this
prediction on the 1862 observations and
the gravitational effects of the sun and
planets.
But Marsden also offered an altemative prediction that took into account the
presumed effects of gas outbursts from the
comet as well as information from a 1737
sighting of a comet he thought could have
been Swift-Tuttle. In the second calculation, Marsden gave the comet an “outside
chance* of returning to the inner solar
system in 1992 instead of 1981.
[H: Is anyone nervous yet? What do
you REALLY think that Scout rocket
and nuclear warhead was launched from
Vandenberg for? Could it possibly be to
follow through with Quayle’s suggestion
that you “blast oncoming space bodies??? Or, perhaps to blast out oncoming missiles like the one Russia is tinkering with. You have not the slightest
notion if the missile landing is the same
one launched, or the 25th-YOU
DON’T
HAVE ANY NOTION ABOUT MUCH OF
ANYTHING
TAKING
PLACE BEFORE
YOUR OWN EYES! I would guess Thanksgiving Day will be a very interesting day
by any calculations!]

Then, early on the morning of Sunday, Sept. 27, comet enthusiast Tsuruhiko
Kiuchi of Usuda, Japan, spotted a fuzzy
ball among the stars of the Big Dipper.
Professional astronomers soon confirmed
the object as Comet Swift-Tuttle, back in
its old neighborhood for the first time in
130 years.
Swift-Tuttle’s orbit shows an unprecedented difference of 11years between
its expected date of return and its actual
arrival. In comparison, Comet Halley’s
schedule is off by only four days per round
trip. Marsden and others believe these
discrepancies result from forces exerted by
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outbursts of sun-warmed gas from the
comet’s innards.
Astronomer Donald Yeomans of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif., says Swift-Tuttle provides a rare
opportunity to study the long-term behavior of a comet. “There’s a big controversy
about how long these things last,” he says.
“Do they last tens of returns, thousands of
returns, tens of thousands?*
The latest observations indicate that
Marsden will have to wait until Dec. 12 to
observe his prodigal comet at perihelionthe point in its orbit nearest the suninstead of his originally projected date of
Nov. 25. This slightly skewed calculation
does not trouble Marsden much, however.
“A l7-day error out of 130 years is good
enough for me,” he says.

stages are usualIy followed by a total
eclipse that ii not black but COPPERY
RED!. The ruddy tint materializes because

Earth casts a RED shadow in space. More
precisely, our shadow is colored by atmospherically refracted sunlight. The most
dramatic way to visualize the situation is to
pretend you’re a tourist on the moon during the eclipse. You’d see the sun slowly
slipping and vanishing behind Earth. But
then what a sight! ‘The ink black cameo of
Earth would be surrounded by a brilliant
red ring-its atmosphere illuminated from
behind by the sun. This crimson band is
nothing less than all of Earth’s sunrises
and sunsets, forming a continuous halo
around the ebony disk.
But not perfectly continuous. Here
and there clouds mar the ring; atmospheric
_,dust and pollution darken other sections.
--The total light striking the moon depends
END OF QUOTE.
on the clarity of Earth’s air.
THE PINATUBO ECLIPSE
-=The action begins at sunset. The full
moon will come up already partially or
TIARA OBSERVA?YIRY/TERSCH EN- totally eclipsed as seen from most of the
United States and Canada. The eclipse will
TERPRISES, DEC. 1992.:
appear in its entirety just from the Eastem-most states, the moon rising perfectly
QUOTING:
full only to have the f=st black bite taken
A plethora of planets and moons out of its bottom side soon afterward. Tomay populate the universe, but only one tality starts at 6:08 P.M. eastern time.
reflects Earth’s light back to our eyes. This
Only the Western-most states and
unique talent belongs, not surprisingly, to provinces miss the total phase; their conour nearest neighbor-the moon. Perhaps solation is the strange spectacle of a moon
you’ve already noticed an odd aspect of the rising partially eclipsed. You’ll see totalcrescent moon: the dark portion glows a ity if your area’s moonrise occurs before
bit, even though there’s no sunlight there. totality’s end, at 7:22 P.M. eastern time. Of
It’s Earthshine: sunlight bouncing off our course, if the moon does blacken it may be
shiny world to the moon’s nightside and hard to spot, a murky phantom in the
then back to us. Any citizen of the crescent eastern sky between the Horns of Taurus.
moon’s dark side would be dazzled by the
Should clouds spoil the show, just
gibbous Earth. But there’s another, rarer two more total lunar eclipses will be widely
occasion when our planet stands mirrored visible over the U.S. for the remainder of
by the moon. It’s coming up this month, the century. The next occurs in only ayear,
when the moon plunges into Earth’s on November 29, 1993. After that we wait
until September 27, 1996. But neither is
shadow.
It’s the first total lunar eclipse in likely to offer the tantalizing suspense of
almost three years, and the first since the this, THE GREAT PINATUBO ECLIPSE.
Mount Pinatubo eruption in the PhilipEND OF ARTICLE
pines. For over a year, a pink afterglow has
***
followed sunset-a reflection from the
volcano’s stratospheric dust and a vivid Now what do we make of this? Is this tiuly
confmation of the air’s pollution. A de- a ‘Pinatubo” moon eclipse-OR, is this an
cade ago, dust from the Mexican volcano El excuse to keep from scaring the you-knowChichon darkened Earth’s atmosphere, what out of you?? Other volcanos have
resulting in the bizarre eclipse of 1982, NOT produced this wondrous sight! I sugwhen the moon assumed a weird yin-yang gest you pay very, very close attention to
appearance. What effect will Pinatubo the possibilities of fulfilling of prophecies
have on this month’s eclipse? Nobody here--it just might be the ‘big one”.
PLEASE KEEP IN MIND, READERS:
knows, but who would miss the chance to
find out? We can see the whole picture of THIS IS NOT uHATONN’S NEW YORK
ECLIPSE”.
Pinatubo’s pollution from a cosmic per- SCENARIO-NQRHATONN’S
spective as our atmosphere’s status is I SUGGEST YOU READERS GROW, UP
broadcast by the darkened moon on De- AND START PAYING ATTENTION TO IMPORTANT MATTERS AND STOP HAULING
cember 9, (1992).
That’s because the moon rarely BLAME AND DENIAL FROM ONE PORTAL
disappeara when it falls into Earth’s TO ANOTHER. YOU HAVE NO WAY OF
shadow. The eolipse’a hour-long partial MEASURING THE MAGNITUDE OF THAT
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WHICH IS COMING DOWN UPON YOU
AND BICKERING AND “BLAMING”, DENIAL AND ROCK THROWING WILL MERIT
YOU ONLY DEATH IN ONE FORM OR
ANOTHER! IT ALWAYS ENDS IN THAT
MANNER-DEATH! WILLYOURS BE INTO
LIFEORINTOGREATERDEATH?-‘TISUP
TO YOU!
I do suggest to you who have things
pending, be it purchases or preparations
for interim trials-get it wrapped up, the
things delivered and stashed, etc., within
the next days-preferably prior to the 26th
(Thanksgiving) as it could be a most unpleasant day. Next, if this is not possible-

Watch

try prior to the 29th which may be even
MORE unpleasant. A LOT OF “STUFF”
HAS GOT TO HIT THE FAN BEFORE THE
END OF DECEMBER OR IT’S ALL OVER
FOR HALF THE POWER BROKERS. IT IS
AN EXCITING TIME TO BE EXPERIENCING-JUST
ATTEND YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES IN WISDOM, PLEASE. SO BE IT.
!n great love and caring, we stand by in
waiting.
Hatonn to clear. Thank you.
I salute you, gentle people, who walk
with us in this mission and journey-God
attends those of his flock-hold it ever near
thine hearts. Adonai.

Larger

(Contin uedfrom page I)

wise, however, you are destined to lose
almost everything you have-if not ALL.
I further suggest that you get your
business in order and assets into corporations (NEVADA IS THE ONLY STATE I
RECOMMEND AND GET PROPERTY
TRANSFERRED INTO IT YESTERDAY!).
[See the Nevada Corporations article and
ad on page 17.1 Even Nevada will be
attacked-BUT,
probably the corporations founded prior to a given date will be
“grandfathered” as to privacy and lack
of confiscation.
You are caught now,
into the trap of having to function according to the enforced rules of the day
and the power players.
I suggest that you spend no wasted
time in getting signed up and receiving
all the public help you can garner. Make
sure you are arranged so as to qualifyif not for welfare-then at the least, food
This will be the method of
stamps.
allowing functioning as you get the systern of power control over you-the-people.
So, if you are already on the rolls then
you will save a lot of time, pain and
hassle later.
Chelas, this is all that I can offer
you-GOD
does NOT rain money or
miracles down on you in great globs of
gold-YOU have to respond in the measures given to you as workable possibilities.
If you wish to pursue this possibility,
contact the Phoenix Institute for more
information, or Cort Christie (for Corporations), etc. The LIBERATOR or THE
WORD will have those numbers. Remember this is only a service to YOU so
please do not take the time of our people
if you simply want to glean great rewards
in a time of chaos. If you do not believe
or have some level of trust in us, then do
not annoy US, please. There is no way

Picture

any transactions but know, that much
IS PLANNED to come down prior to the
“electoral voting” on December 14th
when POWER appears to change hands.
Who is president makes absolutely no
difference
whatsoever
for nothing
about your government is actually run
by the president-old
or new! Even
the Clinton cabinet members are being chosen
and appointed
by the
Kissinger group through Warren Christopher-PAY
ATTENTION AND TAKE
OFF THE ROSE-COLORED
GLASSES!
IT IS NOT PLANNED
THAT THE
ELECTORAL
VOTERS
EVER BE ALLOWED TO VOTE ON DEC. 14THI THE
EMERGENCY
ORDERS (EXECUTIVE)
WHICH GIVE FULL POWER TO THE
CURRENT
ADMINISTRATION
AND
WILL HOLD RIGHT THROUGH
ANY
KIND OF ELECTION
ARE ALREADY
SIGNED
AND IN OPERATION-ALL
THAT AWAITS IS THE CHOSEN &EMERGENCY”, BE IT DISASTER OR FINANCIAL, I.E., BANKS COLLAPSING, ETC.
I SUGGEST YOU GET A COPY OF THE
UPCOMING LIBERATOR! EVENIF THIS
ADMINISTRATION
PHASES OUT YOU
ARE LEFT WITHA NEWPUPPETHEAD
WHICH IS ATTACHED
TO THE SAME
BODY AND BRAIN!

NOTICE SENT OUT TO ALL JEWS
BY THE CENTRAL CONFERENCE
OF AMERICAN RABBIS

A repeat of a notice sent out to all
Jews world-wide has again been distributed world-wide to the same population
sector. It will behoove all ones to read
and take to heart. This will be icy reception to you-the-people who cannot believe you are being’had” and wondrously
glorious to the Zionist.Elite out to gain
Why? Because
to know if there will even be time for control of your world.

you will see that “they” have accomplished everything on their ProtocoZlist!
WORLD PROTOCOL
QUOTING
FROM THE MAILING
DOCUMENT:
In 1956, the following WORLD PROTOCOL was sent out to Jews world-wide.
it was a confidential notice which went to
orthodox, reformed, non-religious and
“Christian” Jews-it has again been sent
with updated timely date:
“We are about to reach our goal.
World War II furthered our plans greatly.
We succeeded in having millions of Christians kill each other and returning other
millions in such condition that they can
do us no harm. Since that time we have
caused the Christians and other “alien”
groups to further that goal of confusion
and unknowingly work directly towards
our own goals of homeland and placement in the world power groupat
the
head of the established regimes. There is
completion of almost all necessary actions and steps to be done to complete
our control of the United States which in
turn will give full power to our cause
throughout the world as a whole.
‘It remains as before that to the Jews
in America-THESE REMAIN AN ONGOING SET OF INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO
THE FULL TAKEOVER:
1. Continue to enlarge our control
over radio, TV, newspapers, movies
and magazines.
(100% finished.)
2. Educate our sons and crowd the
Gentiles out of practice of law, meditine, pharmacy and all retail trades.

(97% done.)

3. Make their schools and colleges
training camps for our Red Revolution. (100% accomnlished.)
4. Bring ridicule upon their Christian faith; divide their people;
weaken their churches.
(100% ac-

complished-they have simply ‘taken
over” the fundamental previously
Christian Churches and now pronounce themselves to be Zionist in
intent .)
5.

Demoralize
their women
children.
( 100% done.)

and

6. Corrupt their courts and bring
them into contempt.
(100% done.)
7. Turn class against class.
The
Negro against the White, etc. (100%

done .)
8.

GET the Fascist

anti-Semites,
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(100% accom- rected by the TALMUD.
plished in theory and 95% accom“It is needless to caution you of the
plished literally.)
terrible consequences that might follow
if these instructions should fall into goyim
9. Buy politicians and place them hands.”
in bribed compromise wherein acSIGNED: THE CENTRAL CONFERone way or another.

tions of indiscretion
can be used ENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS.
against them and continue to corEND OF DOCUMENT
***
rupt their local, state and nationa
governments.
( 100% ACCO M- You will undoubtedly deny all this above

PLISHEDI)

10. USE WILLING TOOLS IN GOVERNMENT; THEY WILL DO OUR BIDDING, (ACCOMPLISHEDII)
11. Plan unlimited immigration of
our persecuted people. (Accomplished

and continuing.)

12. CONTINUE OUR CONTROL OF
THEIR MONEY THROUGH THE
FEDERAL
RESERVE
SYSTEM.
(ACCOMPLISHED TOTALLY!)
13. We MUST destroy the Republic
and replace it with a Democracy
(Yewish-governed
state Socialism). (100% accomplished.)
14. Continue to place Yews in key
positions
in the government,
army and navy along with alternative life-style
practitioners
such as homosexuals,
etc. (Ter-

minal stages of completion.)

15. Continue
our control over labor; agitate unrest, strikes and
violence
by any
means
or
schemes. (In.full operation in ALL

categories.)

“Especially through these methods
shall we plunge this country into destitution, demoralization, bankruptcy, and
civil war, further lessening the numbers
of our enemies.
“The Bolshevik Revolution made us
masters of Russia. The Second World
War made us rulers of all Europe except
Spain and we now have control of Spain.
The European Community trade regulations have further devastated those nations and bring them into compliance
with OUR regulations and monetary systems. We can control all agriculture,
industry and governments.
‘Our current operations are in the
final stages of fulfillment which will now
make us MASTERS OF AMERICA!
‘For the preservation of our race, you
are warned to renounce, abjure, repudiate and deny any and all of this infor-

if you haven’t studied your lessons as to
just WHO is WHO and WHAT is WHAT! If
your enemy comes in disguise, are you
not apt to miss him??
I believe you have a RUSSIAN missile
coming into Seattle, Washington TODAY
to help you CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING! Indeed, you HAVE come “a long
way, Baby!”
I would now like to share a portion of
another “blurb” sent a while back from
a reader. This is attributed to Gordon
Mohr who also made the 1956 version of
the “World Protocol” available,-,-to the
general public. I would assume he will
again comment as new documents come
into his attention.

these “Jews” ‘subvert whole houses, teaching falsehoods for money’s sake.”
Very few Christians [or Judaists] realize they are being brainwashed twenty-four
hours every day by television, radio, newspapers, magazines,moviesand books; bypolitical leaders in office and seeking ofice and by
religiousleaderswho have become subservient to those who ate the worst enemies of the
one they call Lord.
***
Thankyou, brother, for your most insightful
comments. Itis so sad thatthemostdeceived.
of all and the ones who will STILL remain
without a country and home-are those
THINKING THEMSELVES TO BE JEWS!

A CRUEL HOAX1

Almost without fail, when I come up
with some documented facts concerningthe
hatred of Jews towards Christianity, some
naive Christianwill say: “But our LordJesus
Christ was a Jew. So we must love theJews.”
This ‘big-lie” technique has been “brainwashing” Americansfor a long time and in no
place hasit receivedsuch astrongfoothold as
in the evangelical and fundamental church
world. The =so-called”Jews of today have
been very successfulin causing Christiansto
believe that Jesus Christ, who called them
“liars, hypocrites, poisonous snakes and
murderers”, was’ w
of the Yews*. This

I

CAN BUT TELL YOU-YOU MUST LOOK
AROUND ABOUT YOU AND SEE THAT
WHICH HAS COME UPON YOU1

reference was first made in English translations of the Old and Nau Testamentcenturies
before the Jews “hi-jacked*the word Jew in
the 19th Century. They have spent millions
of dollars trying to convince Christians that
Jesus Christ was akin of theirs, while calling
him an “illegitimatebastard”. Very strange,
isn’t it?1 On one hand, they claim Him as one
of them-when it benefits them with the
Christian world-while on the other hand
their TALMuDcurses Him and consigns Him
to all kinds of terrible suffering in hell.
The allegedkinshipof Jesus with those
who call themselves #Jews* comes from a
myth of their common ancestrywith the ‘socalled Jews” of the Bi&Zein O&i Testament
history and is fiction based on fable. In ?Stus
1:14, the Apostle Paul warned Christians
about “giving heed to Jewish fables, and
commandments of men, which turn from the
mation if questioned by the Gentilestruth.” In verse 10 of that same chapter, he
go into the doctrines as presented and identifies these as “unruly and vain talkers
practiced as to your uvows” as a race and deceivers, SPECIALLY THEY OF THE
ion, even under oath, as di- CIRCUMCISION”. He goes on to say that

FUNDING
THE PXOENIII[ INSTITUTE
AND
THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all
help support the Adversary.
Funds in the Phoenix hstitute help to
support the work of the Hosts, The
Constitutional Law Center and publishing/distributing
The Word. Tax
Deductible contributions can be made
to the Court of Last Resort.
For information please telephone
(805) 822-0601. Thank You.

SANANDA CARD
(with envelope)

fhis photo raph of Sananda taken in 1961 is
the cover o4 this unique card. Inside ou will
find a reproduction of the Shroud oYTurin
overlayed by
Ltransparency of this hotograph of Sananda
This is a remarkab Pe visual experience.
(4.25’~
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l-49 cards - $1 SO each ppd.
SO or more - Sl .OOeach ppd.
available throu h
THE PHOENIX LIE /?AI-OR
2810 W. Charleston Blvd.. Suite C-6723
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(t?ooj 800-5565
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CHLORELIA (l/2 LB)
(500 TABLETS/BOlTLE 5OOmg ea)
DISCOUNT:
ORDER lo-19 BOlTLES 81DEDUCT 10%
ORDER 20 BOTTLES OR MORE 6 DEDUCT .15%

$32.00
LESSDISCOUNT
(IF APPLICABLE)

SHIPPING (SEE RATES BELOW)
ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

TOTAL
.

SHIPPING RATE%
UPS 2ND DAY AIR

ORDER
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STATES

ALASKA/HAWAII

14.25
$4.75
s5:25
$6.00
56.50
$7.00
$8.00
$9.00
s 10.00

s5.00
$5.75
$6.00
$8.00
s10.00
$12.00
$15.00
s20.00
$24.00

57.50
$9.00
s10.00
$12.00
s15.00
$18.00
$20.00
$26.00
$32.00
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1o::fi
S 201-300
s
301-400
s
401-500
$
Sol-600
$ 601-1000
$1001.2000
S2001-3000

NDtT DAY AIR
STATES
$12.00
$14.00
$16.00
$18.00
$20.00
$22.00
$26.00
$3 1 .oo
$36.00

ALASKA/HAWAII
$15.50
s 17.00
Sl8.00
121.00
$23.00
$25.00
$30.00
$34.00
140.00

Note: As a supplement (for one person): 1 year’s suppl (5 bottles) = $160.00
On a survival basis (for one person): 1 year’s supply (13 bottles r = $374.40 (includes discount)

PLEASEALLOW 3-5 WEEKSFOR DELIVERY. SOLD AND SHIPPED WlTHlN USA ONLY.
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’ Patriots in jail often feel isolated, alone and out of touch with the great causes they
have set into motion. Please send an encouraging letter of support to the following
patriots who are paying dearly:
RANDY

i

WEAVER

c/o Boise County Jail
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, Idaho 83704

KEVIN. HARRIS

MAYNARD

c/o Boise County Jail
7200 Barrister Drive

c/o Sacramento County Jail
650 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814

. Boise, Idaho 83704

(Editor’s note: The following piece of
rare, candid insight comes from 1953,
almost 30 years ago now. How much
MORE controlled is the media now?
Keep this in mind and show John
Swinton’s remarks to your fiends who
wonder
why you subscribe to and
honor THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR
rather than your local paper or other
nomal acontrolledb news media. We
have decided to run this both as a
CAUTION to those still naive enough to
think there is a free press out there in
the commercial world, and as a THANK
YOU to our many readers who support
II and encourage THE PHOENIX LIB-

CAMPBELL

JOHN

SWINTON,

THE FORMER

CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE NEW YORK
TAKES, CALLED BY HIS PEERS, “THE
DEAN OF HIS PROFESSION”, WAS
ASKED IN 1953 TO GIVE A TOAST

BEFORETHENEWYORKPRESS
CLUB.
HE RESPONDED WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:
“There is no such thing, at this date
of the world’s history, in America, as an
independent press. You know it and I
know it. There is not one of you who
dares to write your honest opinions,
and if you ‘did, you know beforehand
that it would never appear in print. I am
paid weekly for keeping my honest opinions out of the paper I q.m connected.
with. Others of you are paid similar
salaries for similar things, and any of
you who would be so foolish as to write
honest opinions would be out on the
streets looking for another job. If I
allowed my honest opinions to appear in
one issue of my paper, before twentyfour hours my occupation would be
gone. The business of the Journalist is
to destroy truth; To lie outright; To
pervert; To vilify; To fawn at the feet of
mammon, and to sell his country and
his race for his dajly bread. You know it
and I know it and what folly is this
toasting an independent press? We are
the tools and vassals for rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping
jacks, they pull the strings and we dance.
Our talents, our possibilities and our
lives are all the property of other men.
We are intellectual prostitutes.”

‘*
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS’, Audio Books
w US two other JOURNALS of related material)

THE FOLLOWING
JOURNALS
MAY OXify
BE PURCHASED
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW:

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1911, suite 122
Tehachapi, CA 93581
(805) 822-9545

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE
Pleiides
cOMe&iOn
-Vol. III
by ht0nn & &?nain
$10.00...238pp
ISBN: O-922356-467...6/91
or Audiobook (9 tapes)
$30.00

Master Germain details the nature of God/
Creator and how He Creaxe~. The various
l ******
explanations include: the True Nature of
electricity, gravitation, magnetism * heat and
cold * The undivided light, the divided light *
PLEIADES CONNECI-ION SERIESz
cubes/sphefes * centering * the power of
Desire*simula!edideaandenergy*dualityof
The following series of JOURNALS (or
electric effect * the nature of matter * the One
audiobook sets) are called “The Pleiades
idea (love) of C-ion.
Gefmain also explains
Connection” series because a goodly
themisconceptionsofscienceaboutenergyand
number of Earth humans are from the
matter * The Mother/Father light is defined.
lineage of ones from Pleiades.

(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION
Vol. I
by Gyeorgos tires HatOM
!§10.00...165pp
ISBN: t&922356-31-9...l.2/90
or Audiohook (7 tapes)
$30.00
Whatare the origins of human? What is man’s
purpose on eatih? In this compelling and
pmtbund JOURNAL,the dim3 link withthe
starsystem Pleiadesis given. Covering a vast
range of topics, a number of important issues
are explored, including: The basic differences
~there4igiousbeliefsofChristianityand
the spiritual “Christ” way of life * The advantages of Dome housing * Pleiadii cosmonauts
* The “Golden” Age * The pwpcise of planetary cycles * Rules goveming Pleiadian Contacts * The Ancients/Native people and their
connectionto Pkiades.
(#31) GOD SAID:
LET THERE BE LIGHT
PI&ides Cmnection -Vol. II
by Hatonn & Germain
$lO.oa..Wpp
ISBN: M22356424..6/9I
or Audiobook (8 tapes)
$30.00
‘IhenahlreofGodandCreationisLIGHT. This
JOURNAL offen a compnzhensive understanding of our very nature, where we came
fmmanduhimateIyreturnto,andhowtocnzate
bahce.
Among the vast anay of concepts
whicha~presented: ExpansionandCompressionequalslife/deathcycks *Thetruemeaning
ofsensation, consciousness, cosmic Consciousness, “thinking”, Imagktion and Inspiin
*IllusionandReality*HowtoKNOWGod*
The Voidance Principle* %+Way Universe
* Polarity * The principle, law and symbol of
Love * Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and
Spimls in Satme.

q&ins and defmes: Higher Knowledge *
CauseandEffect*theMysteryofGmvity*the
Spiritnal basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic Balanced Interchange in nature * the Birth
of Character and Righteousness * Cosmic
Consciousness * How Equal-Opposite pairs
achieve unity * Universal Rhythm * why the
LawsofGodbringEklance*thePamlyzing
de of Fear * the Nature of Faze Will.

cattleandsheepviruses, ‘ThesoberingintmducT& of AIDS as a means for population reduction by the World He&h organization thmugh
the Smallpox kzination program is exposed,
as well as involvement by the Public Health
service through a Hepatitis B study on homosexual men in New York, L.osAngeles and San
Francisco. Learnoftheuniquemutatingabiity
ofthisvirllsandtiythen?isnosuchthingas
“safe sex” . ViIU!X!S~crystallinestlUctures,
(#Xi) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE OF MAN and&&ore, may bedestroyedthmughtheu~
pleides
COMedOn
-Vol. VII,
of &ctromagn&c sound and light frequencies.
by Gemnain & HatotudAton
The cutting-edge research of Stnzcker, Rife,
Priore, Russell, Crane, Cathie and Tesla are
$lO.oo... l96pp
ISBN: O-9223551-3...8/91
explote4l in thii profound and tmublmg work.
or Audiobook (6 tapes)
Become informed by the story behind the story
you art being told.
$25.00

The very natureof God and the structureof the
Universe are examined. The vast range of
topics
in this JOURNAL include: Reincarna(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC SUICXDE
tion,
cycling
and Immortality * Interworkings
Pleiides Con&ion -Vol. IV
between the Divided and the Undivided Uniby t&main & HatOM
verse*Godcn5atesonebasicfonn*theIight
!§10.00... 14spp
Wave Principle * Desk based upon KnowlISBN: O-9223%47-5...7/91
edge
* Why ActionlReaction are equal, oppoor Audiobook (5 tap&
siteand
simultaneous *What is Motion? *What
$25.00
is Tie? * the principles of Manifestation * the
Germainpnzsentsthede&ilsofwhatmdiating Voidance principle * Senses vs. Knowing *
atoms m, why certain atoms and minerals are Soul-will vs. Ego-will * Radiion and Generato be left in their natural state and the conse- tion * molleon Cause and Effect * Perfection of
quences of violating Natu~~‘s laws and pro- God’s Law * and the Purpose of Creation.
cesses. We are warned about the danger and
(#37) SCIENCE OF THE COSMOS
seriousness of atomic energy and the resulting
Pleiides Cmne&on -Vol. WI
nuclear contamination to the survival of all life
by Hatonn/Aton & Germain
on this planet.
$lO.oo...l97pp
ISBN:
O-92235642~1...9/91
(#‘34)PHONE HOME, ET
or
Audiobook
(5 tapes)
Pleihles
cOMectiOn
-Vol. v
$25.00
by I-Iatonn & &main

(#30) MATTER
ANTI-MATI’ER
by Gyeorgos Cerps Hatonn
$10.00...218pp
1-N: 0-92235641-6
Hatonnprcsentsinfonnationaboutspxeships,
including some of their specific "luum0ti"
frequencies and manifestations at certain areas
of the Earth @d System * Space-Shuttle
&gram * Skull and Bona Society Revealed*
Artificial Lifefbrms called Robotoids, Synthetits & Neutrals * Little Gray Aliens * Middle
East War + Bush’s trip to Paris * Fatima
Pmphecies’66fkndBarCodesandOriginof
UsUIy.
ORDERING INFORMATION

No Chdit Guok,
BdLing,orCQDOnhs
Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS
are$3.75IsttitleforUPSshippi~,$0.75each
$15.oo...l9opp
Gamain presents more of the working details additionaltit~;or$2.5oBookratelsttitle,$1.oO
Includes Two Audio Tapes
of the Cosmos, Universe and what God is and each additional.
ISBN: o-9223564%3...8/91
how the cycles of pe~Gved death and life
or Audiobook (7 tapes)
actually fimction. Also: How to Know God * 10% price discount on 4 or motreJOURNALS
$30.00
Manifestation of Love in Chamcter * God’s when not o&zing complete &s (same shipGe4main stresses the importance of conunun- Purposeful Intent for Man * the tragedy of ping tates as above).
ion (meditation) with God and gives exceUent Modern Science * the Principles of Heat and
Cold, water and fin * the Seven New Iaws of PIeiides Cmmectiun Serie@ (81:
“howto” instructionstoaccomplishsuccess~l
Themodynamics
* the Spiral Principle + shippedUPS = $78.25
communication with God. There are two
Nature’s
sex
principle
* the Nature of Light * shipped Bookrate = $81.75
instructive audio tapes to assist in &axation,
Tmnsmutation
of
matter
* Purpose of the Cube
clearing your space and relinquishing your
in Nature * more on Expansion and Comprps- Pleiides Connection !i&ri# (8) dus AIDS
egoamcbusnessto~ve~,kno~sion.
‘ITERANTIMATIER
B
edgeandguidance&nnGod.
(1OtL
total):
.
TWO
ADDITIONAL
JOURNAL&
shipped
UPS
= $97.00
(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT WlTHIN
shipped
B4mkmte
= $100.75
Pleiides Connedion -Vol. VI
(RI)
AIDs:THELASI’GREAT
by Hatonn/Aton & Germ&n
*(prias on sets inch& 25% discount)
PLAGUE
$10.00...239pp
by
!&man&,
HatoM,
Ashtar Teda &
ISBN: O-9223~5&5...8/91
PLEIADES AUDI@BOOK!j
or Audiobook (6 tap+
FSa&s
Conne&on Set of 8 = $194.50 in$10.00...lsopp
$25.00
club shipping (and 1596discount); individual
ISBN: 0422356441
audiotmks = $3.75 kt t.itIefbrupS shipping,
God will work ti you, notfor you. Within
$0.75 each additional title; or $2.50 Bookrate
The
deceptive
origins
of
this
man-pmduced
these pages, find the wisdom of this truth.
1sttitle, $1.00each additionaltitle.
dii
ate
revealed,
including
the
link
with
Germain, in his usual distinct style, clearly
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
The Constitutional Law Center
wishes to thank all of you for your
support
and prayers.
It is because
of your dedication toward preserving the Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue
to become increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking experts in Constitutional Law, as
well as other areas of law, to assist
us with the tremendous research
that we must develop. This research can be done in your area
and forwarded to us via fax or
mail.
We are especially in need of the
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred or retired attorneys and are
desirous of establishing contact
with those who are naturally
“drawn” to the study and practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us ifyou,
or someone you know, are available to perform such research for
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thank you for your
tremendous support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
9 16-485-790 1

‘HE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

PHONE

LINE

805-822-0202
Announcing
a new service for our dedicated
readers.
Today’s
Watch
phone
line will carry
news
and comments
fromCommander
Hatonn’s writings.
This
is our way of keeping
you
informed
about
breaking world events.
The announcement
machine will answer
after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 4 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message
has
been recorded. The message update(s),
if any,
occur by 6 PM PacificTime.

PHOENm

JOURNALS

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURN&S AND HAVE BEEN WRIlTEN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEP-I’IONSAND OTHER CRITICAL
MATI-ERSTO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10
EACH pLus SH1PP1NG.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSI?!GS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTO”M
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM Is RAC’CM

LIST

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES I & II (BOOK)
$15.00
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES III 86IV
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES V 8sVI
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII 8sXIV
(BOOK) $20.00
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XV 8sXVI
(BOOK) $25.00

FOR IIFORMATIOB ABOUT
ANY JOURI4ALS OR BOOKS
MElPTIOrOED
IN THIS IPEWSPAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
West Publishers,
a Nevada corporation
P.O. Box 2208
Carson City, Nevada, 89702

America

l-800-729-4131

or
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC.
2810W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102

l-800:800-5565

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)
SHIPPING

CHARGES:

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $. 75 ea add1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1
Pticdy-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add1
ALASKA & NAWAU
Bmkmte-$2. SO 1st title, $1.00 ea add?
Priority-$X 40 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 I st title, $1.00 m tid’l
CANADA 6 NEXICO
swfaoe-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add’1
roREIoN
Sufixce-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Airbwk-$8.00 per title estimate
Please allow S-8 weeks for deliueru

THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR

Subscription Rates
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
is publishedby
THE PHOENIX LlBEFtATOFtJnc.
2810 W Charleston Blvd. Ste. (36723

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102

Subscription
ordersmay be placedby
mailtotheaboveaddress
orby phoneto
Subscriptionratesare
l-800-800-5565.
$20 for 13 issues(US); $22 (Canada/
Mexico); $30(Foreign);or 26issuesfor
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico);
$60
(Foreign); or 52 issuesfor $75 (US);
$8O(Canacla/Mexico);
$1lO(Foreign).

Subscribers: Expiration date ap
pears on right side of mailing label.

QuantitvSubscri&ions:$97.50for 25
copiesof 13issues;$135.for 50copies
of 13issues(US); $250for 100copies,
of 13issues(US); $500for 100copies
of 26 issues(US); or $1,000for 100
copiesof 52 issues(US). UPS postpaid
ContinentalUS. Alaska,HI., Canada,
Mexico andForeign,call or write for
shippingcharges.
Single copiesof back issuesof THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EXPRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back
issue pricesare as follows: l-10 copies
$1.5Oeach;
ll-5Ocopies$15.00;51-100
copies$25.00.Shippingincluded,postpaid in the Continental
U.S.A. Alaska,
Hawaii,Canada&Foreignorderspleas
callorwriteforadditionalsbippingcha

Cotwriaht Statement
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENU
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this
newspaper for private, non-profit use is
expressly encouraged, as long as thecontent and integrity remain absolutely unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly forbidden until permission is granted in writing from THE
PHOENU LIBERA TOR, INC.
-i

